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Abstract
Religious and secular millenarianism have had a significant impact on the development 
of many different polities. In both its forms, millenarianism has both positive and 
negative impacts. It can provide a community with a strong motivation to work together 
while it promotes group cohesion, and serves as a mechanism of community 
development. At the same time, it can develop into authoritarianism and totalitarianism. 
This thesis examines millenarian belief structures’ impact on politics and asks several 
questions. What impact has millenarian belief structures had on the development of the 
American political culture? Are secular or religious groups more prone to exhibiting 
violent political activities? Does a millennial group require a catalytic event such as 
economic stress or state oppression to resort to violence? It finds that millennial belief 
structures have played a key role in the development of the broader American culture, 
and have been an element in political movements from all parts of the political spectrum. 
Some communities have thrived and others have caused or been part of significant social 
disruption. Within the American context a pattern of secular groups exhibiting a greater 
propensity to socio-pathology has emerged. This study can not support an argument that a 
catalytic event is required to spawn group violence, because from the sample used in this 
study there is no link between economic stress and violence and only a weak relationship 
between state oppression and group violence. This study’s findings are a contradiction of 
previous research that suggests: violence mainly occurs as a result of such pressure; 
religious millenarianism is a form of social pathology and something outside “normal” 
political discourse; and, that millennialism is a form of social pathology. Further research 
might be pursued in order to determine if the greater propensity for secular groups to
iii
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resort to violence is part of a larger pattern or a peculiarity of the American political 
culture. In addition, a further study might build upon the examination of secular and 
religious political groups to go beyond millennial structures to try to more fully examine 
the relationship of religion and secular politics in contemporary political cultures.
iv
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Chapter 1 Millenarianism; The Religious Expression of Political Aspiration
“ All other manifestations o f collective activity -law, morality, art, science, political 
formation, etc- have emergedfrom [religion]... In the beginning everything is religious. ”
Durkheim.1
Introduction
Millenarianism is a broadly relevant and seriously under-studied topic in Political 
Science. Nearly every major political movement of the Twentieth Century, including 
Bolshevism, Nazism, the American Christian Far Right, Islamicism, and socialism has 
millenarian elements. There exists a range of literature and studies from other disciplines 
including Sociology, Anthropology, History, Psychology, Religious Studies and Folklore 
that addresses these themes, but studies of millenarian groups are often inappropriately 
found at the fringes of Political Science.
Millenarian belief systems illustrate the connection between politics and religion. 
In fact, many important political movements in the twentieth century can trace their roots 
to some form of religious doctrine such as the Puritan understanding of political
• • • "7community that was transformed over time into Americanism. Consequently, Michael 
Barkun argues that the study of millenarian movements has moved from the fringes of 
social science to become a far more central concept for study. On the other hand,
1 Emile Durkheim, Selected Writings. Anthony Giddens ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1972), 161.
2 M. Darrol Bryant et al., The Coming Kingdom: Essavs in American Millennialism and Eschatologv.
(New York: Rose Sharon Press, 1983), 149-150.
3Michael Barkun, “Introduction” in Millennialism and Violence. Michael Barkun ed. (London: Frank Cass 
Publishing, 1996), 1-2.
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Flanagan maintains that millenarian studies have become an increasingly isolated 
field of research, largely detached from the current interests of the social sciences.”4 
While Barkun correctly identifies a relative increase in the scholarly investigation of 
some movements, these studies often focus on specific dramatic cases rather then the 
overall implications for politics. Therefore, despite Barkun’s assertion, it can be argued 
that in Political Science there remain far too few analyses of so relevant a topic.
This thesis therefore analyzes the political impact of millenarianism. This chapter 
examines some of the general theoretical perspectives on the effect of the merging of 
politics and religion as exemplified by various millenarian movements. Chapter Two 
focuses on religious millenarian movements in North America and their effects on the 
creation and maintenance of North American political society. Chapter Three focuses on 
secular North American millenarian movements and their political implications. Chapter 
Four undertakes a statistical analysis of religious and secular movements in the North 
American context to determine if they are quantifiably different with respect to their 
potential to spawn violent political expression.
Religious Millenarianism and Politics 
In Political Science as well as many other fields of human endeavour definitions are 
central; to control the definition is to control any debate. A clear example is the North 
American debate over abortion. This debate is often focused on the definition of the 
unborn child/fetus with anti-abortion activists arguing that it is clearly a human life and 
pro-choice advocates arguing that this is moral decision that is found only within the 
purview of the woman affected. Both sides define themselves as pro-something and their
4Thomas Flanagan, “The Politics of the Millennium” in Millennialism and Violence. Michael Barkun ed. 
(Great Britain: Frank Cass Publishing, 1996), 164.
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opponents as anti-something and have accepted definitions that enhance their own 
position. After all, everyone wants to believe that they are fighting on the side of the 
angels. Clear definitions are required in order to engage in any meaningful discussion.
There is, however, no agreement on the definition of politics. Some definitions 
focus on the function of politics as the distribution of resources and others are focused on 
the creation of communities or the organization of formal state institutions.5 Others see 
politics as an informal process that permeates all aspects of human life. Flanagan asserts 
that politics consists of a two-dimensional conflict within a community for control of that 
community, and externally between that community and others over dominance and the 
control of resources.6 However, politics is also about the formulation and maintenance of 
cohesive political groups, be it through a social contract or by encouraging active 
citizens, and fills many of the same human needs as religion.
Political and religious ideologies provide answers in an insecure world. Who am 
I? Why am I here? Why do bad things happen to good people? Such questions can often 
only be answered in terms of faith because in politics there are no finite permanent 
answers, only better and worse arguments. From a believers perspective, in religion there 
is a certainty and a belief that the truth is available through divine revelation, and that all 
problems will be overcome through faith. The answers provided by religion are 
sometimes adapted into modem discourse through the adoption of an apocalyptic 
understanding of the political events of our time. Such an apocalyptic understanding 
interprets events such as the Iraq War or antibiotic resistant diseases as signs of the end
5 See, for example: Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan. (New York: Penguin Classics, 1985), or Emile Durkheim, 
Selected Writings. Anthony Giddens ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1972).
6 Flanagan, Politics o f  the Millennium. 166.
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times which will give way to a better world after the final cataclysm; this world view 
easily becomes millenarian.
Broadly defined, millenarian doctrines are belief systems that posit a complete 
perfection of humanity and the human condition. Literally, mille means one thousand and 
annus means year.7 This refers to the thousand-year reign of Christ on earth after the final 
confrontation between good and evil at Armageddon. “And I saw thrones, and they that 
sat upon them, and judgement was given unto them...(and)... they shall be priests of God 
and Christ and shall reign with him for a thousand years.”8 In scholarship the literal 
understanding of a period of 1000 years is now far less important than the idea of the end 
of history, a period of peace, and a perfected human condition. Most millennialists 
interpret these ideas in such a way as to believe in the concept of chosen people and a 
golden age in which the world was far more perfect than it is now.9 Millenarian groups 
often have a messianic figure or prophet who leads the way.10 Millenarians posit that the 
millennium or perfected order is imminent, which means it is about to occur or already 
underway. It is also ultimate with a final confrontation that will bring about an end to 
history, and this worldly, in that the perfect order is corporeal rather than in some kind of 
afterlife. Moreover the millennium is collective and shared by the group, and total. 
Believers understood that the world would be perfected through this confrontation.11 In a
7Martha F. Lee, The Nation of Islam: an American Millenarian Movement. (New York: Syracuse 
University Press, 1996), 4.
8 Revelation: 20: 4 and 6.
’Norman Cohn, The Pursuit of the Millennium. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977), 22.
10Yonina Talmon, “Millenarianism,” The International Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences, vol. 10 (New 
York: Macmillan and Co., 1968), 351.
1‘Talmon, “Millenarianism”, 351.
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study of the Nation of Islam, Martha Lee argues that such a belief system is very different 
than that found in regular political and religious movements and results in a fundamental 
change in the followers’ view of history and their place in it.12 Millenarian belief systems 
require a commitment that is total and complete as it represents a rejection of the current 
political order with no real room for compromise. Followers can also conceptualize a new 
role as they posit themselves as not just another political community, but as the only 
legitimate political community that has a key role in the unfolding of history. Millenarian 
systems are therefore extremely powerful inspiration for community cohesion and 
political action.
Millenarian doctrines not only conceptualize the world as engulfed in a dualistic 
struggle, but posit that this struggle is about to culminate in a final confrontation between 
good and evil. After this final battle, humanity will essentially live conflict free, that is, 
in a perfected monistic order. Monism is a “...philosophy of oneness...” and in politics 
refers to “a society without significant conflicts of interest - a society without war 
(external conflict) or class struggle (internal conflict), without hierarchy and oppression, 
without poverty or inequality.” Flanagan offers John Lennon’s song, Imagine, as. an 
example of a well-known monistic statement
Imagine no possessions, I wonder if you can. No need for greed or hunger, 
the brotherhood of man. Imagine all the people sharing all the world. You 
may say I’m a dreamer, but I’m not the only one. I hope some day you’ll join 
us, and the world will live as one.13
12Lee, The Nation o f Islam: an American Millenarian Movement. 4.
13Flanagan, Politics of the Millennium. 166-167.
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The merging of the political and religious in millenarian doctrines can have significant 
consequences with regards to a community’s political development. Millenarian 
doctrines posit a monistic future in which there are no significant conflicts of interest and 
argue that current divisions are false creations of a few for their own selfish ends.14 In 
essence, millenarian doctrines transform politics into the pursuit of a religious ideal that 
will result in an end of history, in which all of humanity lives as one, without conflict or 
strife. Therefore, millenarian doctrines such as secular revolutionism have a character 
much different from other secular political movements. They have a “semi-religious” 
worldview that is “total and all embracing, purports to have solved basic problems of 
meaning as well as tracing and interpreting the unfolding of world history.”15 In regards 
to millenarian doctrines it is extraordinarily difficult to delineate between religion and 
politics. Moreover, millenarian systems create an external order out of a group’s myths 
and history.16 The belief that one belongs to community that is elemental to the 
unfolding of world history, or setting about to create a community ready for the 
millennium is a very powerful political motivation. It can provide a community with a 
sense of purpose that ultimately strengthens and benefits the members, as with anti­
colonial movements and the Nation of Islam. On the other hand, millenarian politics can 
also lead to totalitarianism as with National Socialism and Bolshevism.
Political millenarianism, in the North American context, arises out of Christian 
Protestantism and clearly illustrates the connection between religious faith and politics. 
The Puritan revolution in England during the seventeenth century aimed at returning to
14 Ibid.. 167.
15 Talmon, “Millenarianism”, 360.
16 Lee, The Nation of Islam: an American Millenarian Movement. 13.
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what they argued was a more natural order based on Judeo-Christian ideals, where 
conflict was non-existent. The Puritan revolution also played a major role in the 
American revolution of the eighteenth century, and became the underpinning of 
Americanism as a political ideal.17 The poet Robert Heath linked political revolution in 
England to positive social change in which “[t]he hope of heaven on Earth might replace 
that of heaven above.”18 Fredrick the Great of Germany also linked political revolutions 
to both spiritual as well as political change. Therefore, in Germany the “modem idea of 
revolution as a secular upheaval more universal in reach and more transforming in scope 
than any purely political change” would take hold and link politics to a religious 
understanding of change.19 Such an attempt to create a new heaven on earth is what 
moves the religious ideal into the temporal political realm and “[s]uch a kingdom is
9flworth fighting for...” Medieval Christians went as far as attempting to set up their new 
Jerusalem in Munster Germany in the sixteenth century. The Munster Anabaptists tried 
to create God’s kingdom on earth, using religious doctrine as the only basis for political 
legitimacy. Ultimately they failed, but pacific Anabaptism survives in the Quakers, 
Mennonites and others.21 In Munster, politics was defined by religious belief. In fact, 
the all-encompassing worldview held by millennialists seems inevitably to lead to an 
approach to politics that is equally uncompromising.
17James Billington, Fire in the Minds of Men. (New York: Basic Books, 1980), 17-18.
18 Ibid.. 19.
19 Billington, 18-19.
20Norman Cohn. The Pursuit of the Millennium. 22.
21 Ibid.. 271-280.
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Millenarianism is not restricted to Christian movements. Nearly every major faith 
system has millenarian sects or aspects, including Judaic Kabbalism and Twelver Shia 
(the national ideology of Iran). Nonetheless, some important political millenarian 
movements transcend their religious nature, for example National Socialism and 
Bolshevism, and show that any clear delineation between what is purely religious and 
what is purely secular is problematic. The ideologies of these groups are at least quasi­
religious.
The Politics of the Promised Land: The Curse of the Anabaptists.
Millenarian belief systems provide for the creation of political communities that 
engage in a range of political action with the North American polity. The notions of 
“perfect time and perfect space” are combined in millenarianism. The primary focus is 
often “perfect time”, but the “spatial element” can be “crucial” and “clearly localized” in 
a Promised Land or New Jerusalem.
The Bible is the source of the idea of a promised land in both religious and 
political millenarian belief systems. In Exodus, God promises Moses that he will bring 
the chosen people of Israel out from under the Egyptians and “.. .bring (them) into the 
land [that God] did swear to give.. .to Abraham, to Isaac and to Jacob; and .. .give it to 
[the people of Israel] as a heritage.23 This Promised Land was Canaan, and encompassed 
modem Israel, western Jordan, parts of south-western Syria, and southern Lebanon. This 
land, however, was not unoccupied and the Bible mentions seven nations directly “cast 
out” before the children of Israel: the Hittites, Girgashites, the Amorites, the Hivites, the 
Canaanites, the Perizites and the Jebusites. These nations were “greater and mightier”
22 Talmon, “Millenarianism”, 351.
23“ The Bible”, Exodus. 6:7-8.
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than Israel, but God would destroy them as long as Israel maintained its covenant with 
God.24
The idea of the Promised Land therefore allows that other communities may 
temporally occupy the chosen New Jerusalem, but suggests they are unimportant and 
may be destroyed. Thus, the idea of a Promised Land can become a component of 
millenarian ideology that leads to violent expression as a community sets out to impose 
its religious vision in the temporal realm. This belief in divine justification can lead a 
group to take actions to which those outside of the movement will react; the millenarian 
group either appears to or actually becomes a severe threat. That sense of divine 
justification can even lead one political group to attempt to annihilate another, as in Nazi 
Germany. The ultimate stage of history is the “new heaven and a new earth” located in a 
“new Jerusalem,” and, for religious millenarians “God shall wipe away all tears.. .no 
more death, neither sorrow, nor crying... [,and, no] more pain”. Such a perfect order is 
a compelling political goal.
The process of creating a new political community can therefore lead to major 
confrontations with the broader or pre-existing community, as occurred with the 
emergence of a millenarian Anabaptist community in Munster. Anabaptism had spread 
through Germany from Switzerland; its core membership was comprised of peasants and 
artisans. After a series of political upheavals culminating in the “Peasants War”, the 
authorities were concerned that these classes would revolt.26 The government and 
broader community were therefore predisposed to be antagonistic to the Anabaptist
24 “The Bible”, Deuteronomy. 7:1-2.
25 “Exodus”, 21,4.
26 Cohn, The Pursuit of the Millennium.254.
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movement due to its membership. Even the most peaceful Anabaptists were “ferociously 
persecuted” and thousands were killed. This persecution confirmed the Anabaptists’ 
animosity towards the state and they interpreted their suffering in millennial terms “.. .as 
the last great assault of Satan and Antichrist against the Saints, as those Messianic woes 
to usher in the Millennium.” Consequently, the Anabaptists took on the premillenial 
belief that they would rise up and fight with Christ against the forces of evil. The 
majority of Anabaptists continued to follow a course of “peaceful and austere dissent”, 
but a new kind of Anabaptism emerged, one that embraced the notion of believers as 
God’s warriors with a “two-edged sword of justice in the hands of the re-baptized 
saints.”27
Under the Messianic leadership of John of Leyden, the Munster Anabaptist 
community became militant and convinced that Munster was the “New Jerusalem” of the 
millennium. Though initially somewhat resistant, the Anabaptist clergy in Munster 
joined the Dutch Messianic prophets and their growing membership in their belief that 
the world was doomed and they must prepare for the final battle. They expelled all the 
Lutherans and Catholics that failed to convert, including the old, infirm, women and 
children. They were very rough in these evictions and even threatened to kill any who 
remained. Ultimately, the Anabaptist community found itself at war with the local 
Catholic Bishop who had tolerated the Lutherans, but would not tolerate this militancy. 
Nonetheless, the Anabaptist community won the first few skirmishes, and consolidated 
control of Munster. However, the community did not thrive. Instead, it was subjected to 
a reign of terror as Anabaptism’s monistic communism led to great internal oppression 
and violence. Moreover, the social revolution was decidedly anti-intellectual.
27 Cohn, The Pursuit of the Millennium. 254.
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Eventually, the Bishop gained support from regional leaders and the Munster Anabaptist 
Community was destroyed. After June 1535, all the leaders were killed outright or 
tortured to death after public exhibition, Munster was remade officially Catholic, and the 
fortifications were razed to the ground.28
The Anabaptists of Munster were progressive millennialists, that is, they believed 
themselves to be God’s warriors and active participants in bringing about the final 
confrontation between good and evil. Wessinger classifies millenarian doctrines as 
progressive or catastrophic with the former exhibiting the greatest potential for violent 
political expression. Progressive millennialism posits that humans work in conjunction 
with divine agency to create their vision of collective salvation. Catastrophic 
millennialists believe that the transition to the new order will only occur after a great 
disaster washes away the old world. Some wait and try to purify their own community 
while others are waiting but are also armed and prepared to defend themselves in case of 
attack. Still others are revolutionaries who are waiting to be called up to take part in the 
final battle against the evil government after the great disaster occurs.29 What is central is 
the role seen by believers for themselves in the final battle. This study will therefore use 
the term pre-millennialist to refer to progressive millenarians who see their role as 
bringing about the new order before the millennium is inaugurated by an outside agency, 
and post-millennialist for those groups that are waiting for some event to occur to bring 
about the millennium.
28 Ibid, 261-280.
29Catherine Wessinger, Millennialism. Persecution and Violence: Historical Cases (New York: Syracuse 
University Press, 2000), 8-9.
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Premillennialist, militant Anabaptism declined after 1537, but by 1567 a cobbler 
named Jan Willemsen had gathered together 300 followers, including some survivors of 
Munster, and tried to create another New Jerusalem in Westphalia. The new community 
practiced polygamy, as had the Munster community, and believing that they owned 
everything by the will of God, they formed “robber-bands”. These bands attacked the 
homes of nobles and priests with acts of “sheer terrorism.” After twelve years Willemsen 
and his followers were captured and executed. This brought the era of militant 
Anabaptism to a close. As noted above, the original pacific Anabaptism survives in the 
Mennonites, the Brethren and the Hutterite Brethren while it also influenced the Baptists 
and the Quakers. 30
The Anabaptist uprising in Munster clearly illustrates the conflict that arises when 
a new political community supplants another. Even in the best of circumstances, new 
political realities can destabilize political communities, as with the Enlightenment, the 
Renaissance, and Modernity. In fact, this stress can often lead to millenarian expression. 
When the political reality is a millenarian one, with the members convinced that the 
future is in God’s hands, the dislocation can be extreme. In the pursuit of a perfect 
monistic future there is no room for dissent, and the millenarian extremists will often 
resort to oppression, persecution, and violence against the non-believers. These actions 
set up the paradigm that ultimately leads to a major confrontation as the true believers try 
to force a pluralistic world into a monistic mold.
However, not all millenarian doctrines are violently anti-social; some are quite 
adaptable. Despite high profile cases such as at Waco or Jonestown, religious millenarian 
doctrines can also have benefits for their followers and the broader political community.
30 Cohn. The Pursuit of the Millennium. 280.
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The Mormons faced political persecution and violence, but ultimately created a well- 
connected community of followers with . .positive answers to life’s mysteries.” This 
community has integrated and gained a stake in modem America and has gradually de- 
eschatologized as their stake in broader American society grew.31 De-eshcatologization 
is a particular type of re-interpretation that posits that millennium is already underway in 
a spiritual or metaphorical sense rather than as the literal end of the world. Saint 
Augustine and the other fathers of the modem Christian church “.. .re-interpreted the 
millenarian aspects of early Christianity, picturing the Kingdom of God less as a 
historical event to be anticipated in the near future than as a spiritual condition of 
sanctification within the life of the church.” Although Protestant Christian 
fundamentalists like Pat Robertson, and Jerry Falwell, as well as a small but growing 
segment of North American Catholicism, maintain or have rediscovered a millenarian 
tradition, it remains outside mainstream Christianity.33 In fact fundamentalism in 
America in general can be largely understood as a religious protest against modem values 
and norms that are replacing the more traditional religious values.34
The Mormons’ integration is not surprising. Even when millennialist, they 
followed the classic American utopian dream of a perfected order on earth.35 Even a 
millennial group whose doctrine rejects the values of American society can nonetheless
31 Bryant et al, 160-167.
32 T.Flanagan, “Modernity and the Millennium” in M. Lee, Millennial Visions (Greenwood: Praeger,
2000), 4.
33 See Amy Luebbers, “The Remnant Faithful; a case study of contemporary apocalyptic Catholicism,” 
Sociology of Religion 62,2, (sum 01), 221-41 and, Michael Barkun, A Culture of Conspiracy: Apocalyptic 
Visions in Contemporary America. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003), 52, 53.
34 Bruce B. Lawrence, Defenders of God (New York: Harper & Row, 1989), 169.
35 Bryant et al., 167.
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bring its members closer to mainstream political culture. The Nation of Islam, for 
example, initially actively discouraged its members from taking part in the U.S. political 
system, which negatively affected the broader polity by preventing a segment of the 
African American community from taking an active role in their own governance. 
Moreover, this political withdrawal hurt its members, as intra-group conflict could not be 
mitigated by outside influence. Intra-group conflicts were often dealt with in isolation; 
outside authorities were uninterested in them unless their conflict affected members of 
the white community, and its members did not engage or trust authorities to intervene. 
Consequently, conflicts over doctrine and policies resulted in intra-group confrontations 
that resulted in violence and even death. However, the social isolation and “do for self’ 
policies of the Nation improved the members’ socio-economic status to the point that 
when the “Fall of America” failed to materialize the movement de-eschatologized and 
became a “ healthy religious community.”36 Therefore, even millenarian religious 
communities can become very strong and ultimately successful political communities.
All community memberships serve the quasi-religious purpose of creating 
meaning. As such, there is little true delineation between religion and the politics of 
community development, whether millennialist or not. The creation of a new political 
community is preceded by the destruction of the old. For example, the creation of the 
Greek city-state (polis), was preceded by the destruction of organized ties based on 
kinship.37 As such the creation of a political community creates a new identity for its 
members, an identity similar to a religious identity. The political community also
36Lee, The Nation o f Islam... 104.
37 Hanna Arendt, The Human Condition. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1958), 24-25.
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establishes norms and proscribes actions, like religion. Moreover, when faced with a 
serious threat to one’s way of life, millenarian belief structures can create a new identity, 
a new life, and faith in a new future.38 Millenarian belief structures therefore illustrate the 
difficulty of any clear delineation between religion and politics.
Secular Millenarianism and Politics
Secular movements rely on different sources for their rationale than religious 
movements, and do not see a religious deity as the impetus for the transformation of the 
current order. For example, the Nazis relied on a twisted understanding of Darwinism 
(using Herbert Spencer) and Marxism relied on a particular form of historical analysis.39 
Nonetheless, many secular millenarian movements draw on religious themes. In 
Revelation 20: 1-3, the thousand-year reign of Christ and the Second Coming are 
identified as the “culmination and transformation of history [and] the abolition of evil 
from the earth through the intervention of divine power.”40
Political millenarian movements not only want power but also seek “.. .to 
transform the human condition, ushering in an era of peace, freedom, equality and 
abundance.” Both religious and political millenarian doctrines promise a “transformation 
of the human condition,” but while religious systems anticipate its initiation by some 
form of divine intervention, secular movements see the millennium as the work of 
humankind itself. Secular millenarian movements are usually pre-millennialist; they do
38 Thomas Flanagan, Louis David Reil: Prophet of the New World. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1996), 204.
39 For more on Marxism and Nazism as Millenarian movements see James M. Rhodes, “The Hitler 
Movement: A Modem Millenarian Revolution”, (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1980), and David G. 
Rowley, Millenarian Bolshevism. 1900 to 1920 (New York: Garland Publishing, 1987)
40 T.Flanagan, “Modernity and the Millennium” , 3-4.
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not have the option of awaiting divine intervention. Therefore, they most often see an 
active role for believers in bringing about the final confrontation. Secular movements do 
not generally have the ability to fall back on divine providence and take the political 
consequences of their actions as part and parcel of the creation of the perfect order on 
earth. However, some political movements such as Social Credit in Alberta eventually 
de-eschatologize. In response to its failure at monetary reform and social transformation, 
Social Credit evolved into a more mainstream political movement focused on social 
conservatism. Its members faced their failure to remake the world, and in response went 
“.. .from a utopian protest movement into a responsible governing party with a 
distinctive, practical ideology”.41 However, according to the bulk of the literature, the 
de-eshcotologization of secular movements is far less common than for religious 
movements.
Moreover, while religious millenarianism is very old, dating back at least two 
thousand years, political millenarianism is relatively new, going back only 200 years to 
the French revolution 42 Secular millennialists also incorporate a religious understanding 
of time similar to Joachim of Fiore’s three ages: the Age of the Father; the Age of the 
Son; and the Age of the Holy Spirit.43 Through these three ages humanity moves from 
the “bondage of slaves” to eventual “freedom” and perfection. Secular ideologies such as
41 Thomas Flanagan and Martha Lee, “From Social Credit to Social Conservatism: The Evolution of an 
Ideology” Prairie Forum vol. 16, no.2, Fall 1991. 205-224.
42 Ibid., 4.
43 Thomas Flanagan, “Social Science and the Third Age” from M. Lee, Millennial Visions (Greenwood: 
Praeger, 2000), 196,203.
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Marxism also propose such a progression as humanity progresses from the rule of the 
bourgeoisie to the rule of the proletariat.44
Millenarian ideologies blur the boundaries between religion and politics in other 
ways, such as incorporating a dualistic understanding of political events. Dualism 
emphasizes two forces in opposition to control the world. For example, a given political 
community such as African Americans becomes identified as a “chosen people” in 
Nation of Islam doctrine. Similarly, political adversaries become characterized as wholly 
evil and representative of the opposite of the inherently “good” chosen people. This 
dualistic worldview can then translate into how followers pursue or understand political 
conflict. Dualism is perfectly typified by “two nations locked in total war” in which the 
enemy is “demonized” as domestic political interests come together in a “grand 
governing coalition.”
With regard to millennial doctrines, however, the dualist internal struggles within 
national polities are far more important because it is out of these struggles that the 
millennial understanding of community is spawned. In Marxist theory society is divided 
into the bourgeois and proletariat in an all-encompassing class struggle. Similarly, the 
dualistic struggle can also arise between races as in Nation of Islam and Aryan Nation 
ideologies, and this struggle can be conceived as a broad worldwide struggle.45 
Communism suggests a dualistic confrontation between the bourgeoisie and proletariat, 
while National Socialism emphasized a racial struggle between Aryans and Jews. Both 
the Christian Identity movement and the Nation of Islam argue this conflict is between
44 Ibid.
45Thomas Flanagan. Politics of the Millennium. 171.
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African Americans and Caucasians,46 while radical Islam posits a dualistic struggle 
between the true believer and the infidel (non-believer.)
Rhodes argues that National Socialism is a secular millenarian movement, 
and suggests that the medieval religious fanatics studied by Cohn and the Nazis 
shared “...symptoms characteristic of millennial consciousness...” The Nazis 
believed that they were victims of a catastrophe with “peculiar disaster syndromes”, 
and experienced revelations that promised relief and salvation from their hardships. 
These disaster syndromes included the disorientation of many Germans who could 
“.. .no longer find God or see the meaning of life.” Others could no longer function 
in society. Many believed that the German people, or all the good people in the 
world faced annihilation, and that there were “agents” and secret societies that were 
responsible for the present state of affairs in which the Aryans, the chosen people, 
were degraded and tempted to “co-operate in their own downfall[]”. Moreover, they 
had revelations that showed how they were about to fight and defeat the evil forces 
that stood against the righteous, and believed this final battle was about to begin. 
Eventually, their struggle would culminate in the realization of paradise on earth.”47 
Hitler referred directly to a “Thousand Year Reich” thereby incorporating a literal 
thousand-year period as understood by Christian millennialists. National Socialism 
was a social pathology, as are smaller scale movements, for example the Branch 
Davidians and “Earth First!”. What makes all of the varied groups similar in 
regards to political expression is millennialism’s potential for totalitarianism.
46Ibid.. 171.
47James M. Rhodes, “The Hitler Movement: A Modem Millenarian Revolution”, (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1980), 29-31.
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Totalitarianism is a monistic vision of politics that can arise from millennial 
beliefs. It sees society as “deeply divided between races.. .or classes [and] the goal 
of political strategy must be to eliminate the enemy race or class to create a
• •  • 4 f tmonistic society.” Politics is about settling conflicts between various interests. 
Monism, however, makes compromise impossible, particularly if you identify your 
political opposition as evil. Millenarianism and totalitarianism see a dualistic 
present that is about to become monistic either by divine intervention or the actions 
of the people. Followers believe politics and conflicts of interest will end as the 
perfected order on earth takes hold. God or some disaster will wash away those 
who are responsible for the believers’ current situation. Both totalitarianism and 
millenarianism posit the current order is doomed and political opponents will 
become irrelevant or not exist in the new order. However, societies are pluralistic 
and divided by interests, ideology and coalitions of interests that are ever changing 
in a process that never ends, particularly in the North American context49 This 
failure can be large and dramatic as with National Socialism or localized to a 
group’s membership as with the Branch Davidians.
As millenarian doctrines build upon a religious understanding of the nature 
of humanity and the progression of time, secular movements incorporate a religious 
understanding of political struggle as a battle between good and evil that will bring 
about the end of history. Religious and secular millennialists also reject political 
pluralism in favour of a perfected monistic order. However, while religious 
movements such as the Nation of Islam or the Mormons often de-eschatologize as
48 Flanagan, “Politics of the Millennium” ,168.
49 Ibid.. 173.
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the members gain status and/or a stake in the broader society, secular movements 
such as the American Militia Movement or “Earth First!” generally do not. Secular 
movements like “Earth First!” most often rely on their own actions to bring about 
the new world in a literal sense, and any metaphorical understanding is less 
accessible to such a belief structure. Such secular movements do not have the 
option of relying on a divine agency and any rejection of the literal end of the world 
is therefore a rejection of their core beliefs. What is more likely is that secular 
movements seek more dramatic ways to inaugurate the millennium. Secular 
movements therefore have the greatest potential for violence. However, as noted 
above, any meaningful clear delineation between religion and secular politics is 
difficult. Nationalism exhibits the characteristics of religious belief, as does any 
political ideology. They provide answers and order in a world that does not 
immediately offer order or answers. Politics, religion and millenarianism are all 
systems of meaning. However, when millennial absolutist belief meets the world 
of political compromise it must yield, de-eschatologize, or become totalitarian as it 
tries to force a pluralistic world into a monistic mold. Political interaction often 
only provides more questions or temporary solutions while millenarianism offers 
answers that only complicate the process of political compromise.
Not only do secular movements such as National Socialism exhibit similar 
characteristics as religion, they often incorporate religious elements into their more 
secular ideology. For example, the French Revolutionaries incorporated religious 
imagery and ideas into their understanding of the revolution. According to Robespierre, 
“A new world has appeared beyond the limits of the world. Everything has changed in
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the physical order. Half of the world revolution is already done, the other half must be 
completed.” The French revolution was more than just political change; in the minds of 
its facilitators it was the beginning of the transformation of the entire world into a perfect 
republican ideal, characterized by brotherhood and equality.50
Similarly, Bolshevism moved from a movement seeking political revolution to a
movement focused on cultural transformation.51 Lenin, like other millennialists, was
focused on the “immediate and violent destruction o f .. .society.” Moreover, there was
no other option besides violent revolution for bringing about the ideal order, and no
possibility of gradual reform.52
“Lenin looked upon Russian Society as a prophet might view a city that has 
turned its back on God. He treated his contemporary world as something so 
irredeemably evil that it could not be moderated or transformed and he 
considered society’s evilness so inherently corrupting that it could not be 
compromised with or dealt with other than with fire and brimstone. Lenin’s 
summons to revolution had the same significance as the Christian chiliastic 
day of judgement, once the evil of the world is destroyed in a universal 
cataclysm, goodness will automatically be allowed to flourish. Thus Lenin 
felt it unnecessary to offer any plans for the future. His ideas of revolution 
were founded upon the faith that good would naturally and inevitably follow 
the elimination of evil.”53
Political millenarianism clearly incorporates a religious understanding of political actions 
and events.
Another example of this tendency is the Nazi movement, which started out with 
many of the same characteristics as religious millenarian movements. The Nazis
50 Billington, Fire in the M inds.... 71.
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interpreted themselves as victims of the First World War and the Depression, and their 
leaders had revelations explaining the cause of this, and offering solutions. They also 
believed there were secret, evil, forces allied against them, and their own people were 
giving into temptation and betraying them. The Nazis also saw themselves as chosen to 
fight this evil, and believed that a final and ultimate battle was imminent, and believed 
their efforts would bring about a new perfected world order.54 The Nazis also developed 
a quasi-religious worship of Hitler and posited Germany as the perfected society on earth. 
Hitler’s speeches and rallies had clear religious overtones. National Socialism became a 
religion of fanatical Nationalism. In the case of the Nazis, a clear line between religion 
and politics is impossible to define.
There are also smaller-scale secular millennialists that incorporate religious 
understandings of political competition. The Turner Diaries discusses a purely 
secular revolution based on racial hierarchy and conflict. Once again the Jews are 
the main enemy who are using African Americans, misguided liberals and race 
traders (whites who are supposedly betraying their own people) to destroy the racial 
purity of the “American homeland”. The novel describes a “resistance movement” 
that eventually takes over the U.S. and destroys the Jewish conspiracy through 
violent means. The Turner Diaries simply accepts the eventual triumph of its 
protagonists as inevitable as they are understood to be the chosen people fighting a 
righteous battle.55 There are also other secular millennialists that replace the power 
of Satan as their primary enemy with “an evil cabal that sought absolute power over
54 James M. Rhodes, The Hitler Movement... 29-30.
55 Turner Diaries http://www.angelfire.com/hi/themadmoose/td.html (July 10, 2005)
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the world’s resources for its own selfish reasons.”56 Others believe extraterrestrial 
beings and UFOs will bring about an imminent end time.57 Even those movements 
such as Marxism, which are apparently anti-religion, incorporate religious ideas of 
meaning, history, the soul, and the ultimate truth of existence.
In an examination of Russian millenarianism, Rowley argues that to use the term 
millenarianism for mainstream and secular movements as well as fringe and religious 
groups interferes with the understanding the modem, secular movements such as 
Bolshevism by associating a politically functional mechanism with what he considers a 
socially pathological phenomena. Rowley argues that the idea of the end of history and 
an earthly paradise is not pathological, and could be purely “metaphorical”. In his view it 
could represent the end of unjust order, and act as motivation for cohesive political 
action, rather than represent a literal end of history. Hence, he argues that what 
distinguishes between religious and secular movements are the “social meaning” and
f O
“function” of the millenarian idea. Moreover, millenarianism is not marginal, and has
influenced many important political movements in North America and elsewhere, and 
can come from anywhere on the political spectrum, left or right; religious or secular. 
Millenarian groups are not weird, rare, insignificant, or necessarily dangerous, and any 
understanding of the North American polity that does not include an understanding of 
millenarianism is at best incomplete and at worst misinformed.
56 Michael Barkun. A Culture of Conspiracy: Apocalyptic visions in Contemporary America. 43.
57 Barkun 170-171
58 David G. Rowley, Millenarian Bolshevism. 1900 to 1920. 15.
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Causes of Millenarian Expression
Some authors argue that millenarian groups arise directly from disaster and the 
various communities’ reactions to the situation. Barkun argues that: “(m)en cleave to 
hopes of imminent worldly salvation only when the hammer blows of disaster destroy the 
world they have known and render them susceptible to ideas which they would have 
earlier cast aside.”59 In his view, there are three possible responses to a disaster or series 
of disasters that overwhelm a society’s ability to cope: apathy and decay, defensive 
structuring and millenarianism.60 A political group or society may give up and abandon 
its former cities and institutions; for example, the Mayans simply gave up their complex 
society and faded back into the jungle, or the Minoans and Etruscans who simply 
disappeared. When the primary threat is to cultural identity rather than survival, a group 
can create new mechanisms that can counter the effects of societal stress. The third 
response is millenarianism.61
Similarly, Wallace argues that millennialism is one of the possible responses to 
severe societal stress; it is a “revitalization movement”. A revitalization movement 
provides a community under stress with a rationale for staying together and a means to 
confront the source of external stress. Wallace classifies revitalization movements as 
nativist, millenarian, and revivalistic all at the same time, but states a single group may 
exhibit characteristics of any or all types. Nativism is the attempt to remove alien people, 
customs, and values from influencing the chosen people, while revivalism is the attempt 
to restore selected past cultural norms and institutions in order to allow the chosen people
59Michael Barkun, Disaster and the Millennium. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1974.), 1.
60 Ibid- 76-77.
61 Ibid., 52, 77.
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to regain their former dominant status.62 This fits into the millenarian idea of a chosen 
people and the reversal of the current order for all time with the purified members of the 
group taking the dominant position. The restoration of values and norms along with the 
removal of introduced practices represents such purification in anticipation of an 
imminent event. Talmon also argues that millenarianism can develop as a community 
seeks out to regain “...a sense of dignity and self respect.” Lee further contends that in 
the process of defining a new self-identity, groups can easily adopt millenarian beliefs 
and the idea of being a “chosen people.”64
Vittorio Lantemari’s Religions o f the Oppressed argues that nativism and 
revivalism are major components of anti-colonial millenarian movements in Africa, 
North, South and Central America, and the Pacific. In Lantemari’s view, these 
“Nativistic-Religious...movements were the spontaneous result of the impact of the white 
man’s presence on native society-an impact which generated more and more pressures 
during two world wars...”65 In the colonies, workers separated from jobs by colonial acts 
and surprised by the contradiction between Christian ideals and the treatment of natives 
by the colonizers began to interpret Christianity in Nativistic terms “...with prophetic 
cults (that) promise liberation and independence to their followers.”66 In this view, 
millenarian belief structures can therefore represent a mechanism of organization and
“ Anthony Wallace, “Revitalization Movements” American Anthropologist 58, 2 (April, 1956), 264-281, 
267.
“ Talmon, “Millenarianism”, 355.
64Lee, The Nation of Islam... 5.
“ Vittorio Lantemari, The Religions of the Oppressed: A Studv of Modem Messianic Cults. (New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf Ltd., 1963.), 4.
“ Ibid.. 7.
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social cohesion in the face of enormous pressures and real or perceived cultural 
extinction. Worsley also identifies the effect of the European economy on the 
Melanesian peoples as the source of societal stress that influenced the rise of millennial 
cargo cults and nativistic movements. However, even islanders who never directly 
encountered the Europeans experienced dramatic social and economic change through the 
arrival of steel axes along traditional trade routes, and rumours, both founded and 
unfounded, about the nature and actions of the whites.67
Cohn’s analysis of the medieval millennialist community at Munster suggests that 
all millenarian groups have the potential to cause havoc and amount to a social 
pathology. Cohn sees Leyden as an example of the worst possible outcomes of a 
millenarian belief system as a so-called prophet uses his message to mislead the masses 
into subservience.68 On the other hand, Lantemari argues that millenarian belief systems 
function as a way for oppressed peoples to organize themselves against their oppressors. 
His analysis focuses on groups that were in direct confrontation with larger and dominant 
groups. In Lantemari’s view;
All messianic movements, in (their) revolutionary phase (of) their phase of 
adjustment, serve to implement the popular awareness of the need for change 
in the religious life, and in so doing, pave the way for reform in the cultural, 
political, and social structure of secular society.6
Perhaps in such cases violent response is justified as an act of communal self- 
defence. If the result of the group action is the self-annihilation, however, then it is self-
67Peter Worsley, The Trumpet Shall Sound: A Study of Cargo Cults in Melanesia. 2nd ed., (Chicago: 
MacGibbon & Kee Ltd, 1968), lvii.
68Cohn, Pursuit o f the Millennium. 271-275.
69Lantemari, 321-322.
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defeating. Michael Adas also argues that millenarian groups arose in direct opposition to 
the European colonial order.70 Adas analyzes the rise of prophetic leaders, how they 
influenced the rise of violent protest, and set out to transform the social order through 
force rather than reform or passive resistance.71
Not all millenarian sects rise out of the oppressed masses; some originate and 
flourish in the upper classes. Worsley argues that such movements are usually far from 
revolutionary, but when picked up by a radicalized population they take on a whole new 
meaning and significance, including the potential for revolution. It is this situation that 
brings obscure groups to the light of day. The doctrines of the original group are usually 
modified and the “millennialist pioneers” became the “kernel, leaders, catalysts, or 
cadres, energizers or ideological specialists of the mass movement.” Worsley further 
contends that if the doctrines do not break out of their small-marginalized groups then 
they remain “historically insignificant.” Such groups are what he calls the “micro-sects” 
which remain on the fringes of society in Britain and Europe such as Saint-Simonianism, 
and Boullan’s sect in the 1880s. He argues that such groups hold millenarian ideals as a 
socially central and important concept, but remained unimportant to the broader polity.
On the other hand, Lantemari’s analysis of anti-colonial millenarian movements argues 
they are fundamental to the broader polity. He argues: ‘Melanesian millenarian 
movements... were the most important, widespread and pervasive manifestations of the 
self expression of the peoples of Melanesia at that time.”72 This seems to hold with the
70Michael Adas, Prophets of Rebellion: Millenarian Protest Movements Against the European Colonial 
Order. (North Carolina: The University of North Carolina Press, 1979).
71Ibid.. xix.
72Worsley, xxxix-xli.
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tendency in the literature for authors to assess millenarian groups on a geographical or 
sociological basis. If the groups studied represent a group that has been historically 
oppressed such as North American aboriginal peoples, colonized peoples or 
disadvantaged minorities, then the socially functional aspects of millenarianism are 
emphasized, as in Worsley and Lantemari’s analysis of cargo cults and nativistic 
movements, respectively. Adas also takes the view that millenarian groups served a 
socially functional role in resistance against the European colonial order while Lee’s 
examination of the Nation of Islam also points to the socially functional role of 
millenarian belief systems. On the other hand, authors such as Cohn and Voegelin 
concentrate on large-scale movements that do indeed exhibit social pathology such as 
medieval millenarianism and Nazism respectively. One notable exception is Rowley’s 
analysis of Bolshevism that emphasizes the social functionality of a large politically 
relevant movement. Rowley’s analysis builds upon a western academic tradition of 
emphasizing the positive elements in movements that are considered “progressive.” 
Worsley is not correct when he maintains that so-called “micro sects” are 
“historically insignificant.” In fairness, however, Worsley’s work dates from 1957, and 
much has occurred since. One clear example of a “micro-sect” having significant 
influence is Islamic Fundamentalist terrorist groups. There are most certainly millenarian 
elements in the ideology of such groups including a perceived golden age of Muslim 
society, messianic leaders and a revolutionary ideology that calls for the defeat of the 
“great Satan”, its co-conspirators, and the so-called traitors who they argue are not “true 
Muslims”.73 Islam contains apocalyptic elements inherited from Christianity and 
Judaism, but also has strong Nativist elements designed to purify the chosen people in
73 Daniel Pipes, “Islam and Islamism: Faith and Ideology” National Interest no 59, spring 2000, 87-93.
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preparation for the imminent final confrontation, as they want to remove the infidels and 
their ways from their holy lands.74 In addition, believers argue that the current order is 
the result of Muslims not being sufficiently pious. The “true faith” must be re-established 
in order to bring about the perfect social order and paradise on earth. Radical Islamism is 
not the mainstream in the Muslim world anymore than radical Christian fundamentalism 
is in the mainstream in the West, but both have significant influence. Pat Robertson and 
Jack Van-Impe ,for example, are influential in the U.S. through fundraising and a fairly 
cohesive voting block. Similarly, radicalized Mullahs and clerics have some significant 
influence in states with a large Muslim population.75 Therefore, Worsley’s “historically 
insignificant” groups have a major impact on modem society. An interesting future study 
would be to measure just how accepted millenarian belief systems are in the U.S. and the 
Middle East.
Preservation or revitalization of social identity is not limited to millenarian groups 
that emerge out of colonized masses or oppressed minorities. It also comes from 
relatively affluent groups as they confront modernity and new norms and values that 
often contrast markedly with the traditional values and norms of groups. Luebbers argues 
that the resurgence of millenarianism in modem Catholicism has arisen from the 
followers’ belief in and fear of “...increasing political, social and religious legitimacy of 
anti-traditionalism...”. 76 In short, the goal of the millennium is to re-establish the 
legitimacy of the traditional Catholic worldview. This confrontation with modernity is a
74Ibid.. 87-93.
75 “Enemies Within, Enemies Without” . The Economist, v. 360, Sept 22, 2001. 20-21.
76Amy Luebbers, “The Remnant Faithful....
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facet of many contemporary millenarian groups. Like the Catholic millenarians or 
Protestant millenarians, radical Islamists are also in confrontation with modernity and 
have turned to visions of a past golden age. Not all religious movements await divine 
intervention; many, such as the Nation of Islam and the Mormons, set themselves apart to 
create a purified chosen people while others, such as the Anabaptists of Munster, posit 
themselves as god’s warriors who are doing god’s work.
Millenarianism and Violence
The literature suggests two distinct approaches to millenarian belief systems. One 
focuses on millenarianism as a socially valuable mechanism while the other argues that it 
is a kind of social pathology. This study takes the approach that there is truth to both 
assessments, and that this program for strengthening community, millenarianism, can 
have serious consequences when a community comes under severe stress. This paper 
examines the main theories on millenarianism and political expression in the North 
American context by using various case studies on the political expression of North 
American millenarian groups such as the Mormons, the Nation of Islam, the Branch 
Davidians, the Christian Right, the American Militia movement, “Earth First!”, 
millennialist racial segregationalists, and modem existentialist UFO millennialists. This 
thesis will identify factors that correlate with theoretical perspectives on what causes 
rhetoric and belief systems to spawn violent expression within the North American 
context during the last 150 years. Studies of millenarian groups generally posit that 
societal stress is a major component in the creation of millenarian movements, but not all 
millenarian groups respond by exhibiting violent or antisocial behaviour. Therefore, this 
study will determine what factors come together to influence a North American 
millenarian movement to become a socio-pathological response identified by Cohn. He 
argues that “... during the half century since 1917 there has been a constant repetition,
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and on an ever increasing scale, of the socio-psychological process which once joined the 
[the medieval Christian millenarians] with the most disoriented and desperate of the poor, 
in fantasies of a final, extenuatory struggle against “the great ones”; and of a perfect 
world from which self-seeking would be forever banished.”77 Moreover, this study will 
determine whether the structural differences in millennial doctrines suggest that different 
systems have a different potential for violent political expression. Millenarianism only 
appears rational to those that can understand it on its own terms, but does this make 
millenarianism a kind of insanity78 as posited by some scholars, or do the followers of 
such belief systems require a catalyst in order to become violent or overtly anti-social?
77Cohn, Pursuit of the Millennium. 286.
78Eric Voegelin, The New Science of Politics. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1952), 52.
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Chapter 2: Religious Millenarianism in North America.
The City on a Hill
Millenarianism can function as a mechanism of socialization and group 
cohesion and has played a role in the development of American civil society. As 
discussed above, millenarian structures provide motivation for dealing with real and 
perceived threats to communal survival and can provide a rationale for a community’s 
development. Millenarianism is not simply a social pathology or group madness. Instead, 
it can be a reason for working together to achieve a well-defined goal. As a result, it 
provides a sense of power to the powerless.
Millenarianism is therefore not necessarily destructive because it can help a 
specific community to survive and thrive. Moreover, religious millenarians have the 
option of relying on God to inaugurate the new millennium. Though the possibility of 
such a group exhibiting social pathology exists, it is less likely than it is for a secular 
millenarian group that has no other mechanism than their own hand to bring about the 
millennium. While some secular groups do see the possibility of an outside agency such 
as an environmental collapse bringing about the millennium, they are more often 
disposed to believing the only way to bring about the new millennium is through their 
own actions. When millenarian beliefs remain within a religious context, believers can 
conceptualize the new order as something more figurative or spiritual and are less 
predisposed to find themselves causing broad social damage. Moreover, religious 
millenarianism can act as a constructive mechanism.
Millenarian ideology can ultimately play a role in the successful founding of new 
polity, and one can find millenarian overtones in the founding of United States of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
America. Individuals fleeing religious persecution in Great Britain who sought to create 
their vision of God’s kingdom on earth settled the United States. They came to a land 
much harsher than the relatively gentle European environment and they faced a great 
many hardships. Nonetheless, this was a new place without much of the old world’s 
problems of overpopulation, class oppression, and poverty. The possibility of a new 
world was real but had to be achieved in the face of enormous obstacles. In the face of 
these hardships the Puritans incorporated the belief that “[n]o longer was political society 
merely an institution of human survival; it was now an institution of man’s 
redemption.”79 According to this view, America is a manifestation of God’s kingdom on 
earth. The Puritan tradition in America did not incorporate extreme millennialism, but 
was focused on creating a “city set upon a hill” with the “Saints” manifesting God’s will 
on earth.80 America would be an example to the world of how politics could be used to 
transform the human condition.
The political and social upheaval of the 1740s led to the “Great Awakening” or 
the Puritan belief that God was transforming the entire population of America into saints 
who would lead the great multitudes of the earth.81 In a defence of the “Great 
Awakening”, Jonathan Edwards, a colonial millennial theologian, “posited a special place 
for America in this Great Work of God” and asserted “there are many things that make it 
probable that this work will begin in America.” This well-articulated thought that 
“ .. .America is called to a special destiny in the unfolding of divine providence...”
79M. Darrol Bryant & Donald W. Dayton ed, The Coming Kingdom: Essavs in American Millennialism & 
Eschatologv. (New York: Rose of Sharon Press, inc., 1983), 48.
80 Ibid.
81 Ibid..
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continues to manifest itself across the political spectrum in the U.S.82 In such a view 
Americans are a chosen people; America is a chosen nation; and, all history post­
founding has been a battle between good and evil. Good is progress and evil is a reaction 
against that progress.83 Today one just has to listen to the speeches on the war in Iraq and 
the spread of democracy as the mission of the U.S. in order to divine these themes. 
“Freedom and fear, justice and cruelty, have always been at war, and we know that God 
is not neutral between them”.84 “These enemies kill in the name of a false religious 
purity, perverting the faith they claim to hold. In this war we defend not just America or 
Europe; we are defending civilisation, itself.”85 Such themes still have weight with the 
public. Within the “myth of America” is also the notion that North America is the new 
Eden and the American is the new Adam with the capability of reaching the full 
expression of humanity.86
It has therefore been argued that this understanding of America frames how the 
U.S. deals with the international order. Such a view posits that the U.S. is an example to 
the rest of the world in an international battle between good and evil; hence, American’s 
enemies are evil. There is also a millenarian sentiment underlying American politics 
including the current war on terrorism or the Iraq war. Within the U.S. both opponents 
and supporters of the war regularly speak of themselves and their political opponents in
82 Ibid.. 49.
83 Martha F. Lee, Earth First!: Environmental Apocalypse (New York: Syracuse University Press, 1995), 3.
84 President’s Address to a Joint Session of Congress, September 20, 2001. Accessed at: 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2001/09/20010920-8.html (July 8,2005)
85 President Bush’s Speech in Berlin Thursday May 23, 2002. Accessed at: 
http://www.guardian.co.Uk/bush/story/0,7369,721009,00.html (July 8, 2005.)
“ Bryant, 150-152.
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terms of good and evil. “History has called America and our allies to action, and it is both 
our responsibility and our privilege to fight freedom's fight.” “Our enemies believed 
America was weak and materialistic, that we would splinter in fear and selfishness. They 
were as wrong as they are evil.” 87 Millennial overtones pervade the American polity, 
though at different degrees throughout history and given that many theorists posit that
on
millenarianism is encouraged by socio-political upheaval and disaster , it is probable that 
the events of September 11,2001 and the current continuing fear will lead to such 
millennial expression coming to the greater prominence among given sections of the 
American polity.
Millenarian systems can arise in response to severe stress being put on a given 
political group and the relatively harsh environs and political tribulations in North 
America have led to the formation of many millenarian movements that range from the 
politically central Mormons to peripheral movements such as Heaven’s Gate. This 
chapter will next discuss how religious millenarianism has contributed to the 
development of several significant American political groups and to the destruction of a 
minor sect of another. The Mormons, the Nation of Islam and the Branch Davidians were 
chosen because these groups exemplify a range of outcomes for North American 
millennial groups.
The Mormons developed into a “hyper-American” group with strong ties to 
American capitalism and free enterprise. They have embraced and been mostly embraced
87 The President's State of the Union Address 2002, The United States Capitol, Washington, D.C., January 
9, 2002. Accessed at: http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2002/01/20020129-ll.html (July 8, 2005)
88 See, for example Disaster and the Millennium.... Millenarianism and Violence.... and The Pursuit of the 
Millennium as discussed above.
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by mainstream America.89 The Nation of Islam conceptualized itself in opposition to 
mainstream America, but nevertheless moved towards mainstream American values.90 
On the other hand, the Branch Davidians’ confrontation with government authorities 
resulted in the tragic events at Waco and the deaths of over 70 members, including many 
children.
The Mormons: From Pariahs to Modem Dav Saints
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints is an American 
millenarian sect that has done quite well in broader American culture. Its members have 
excelled in their pursuit of the American dream of life, liberty and the pursuit of 
happiness. They have gained considerable political influence and wealth, and developed 
Utah into a state with a strong economy that has conservative moral values as the 
lynchpin of its structures. One of the central characteristics of the “American Dream” is 
the “effort to create and build a perfect world” with utopian communities claiming to 
form some kind of “Kingdom of God, city on a hill, or new Zion.”91 Hence, America is 
the “new Israel” and the American mythic prototype man, heroically innocent with vast 
potential, is the new Adam.92
Millenarian groups also often have a messianic figure or prophet who leads the 
way and the Church of Jesus Christ and the Latter Day Saints, the Mormons, follow this 
American tradition of millennial myths with the prophetic Moses like figure of Brigham
89 Catherine Wessinger, Millennialism. Persecution and Violence: Historical Cases. (New York: Syracuse 
University Press, 2000), 60.
90 Martha F. Lee, The Nation o f Islam: an American Millenarian Movement. (New York: Syracuse 
University Press, 1996), 104.
91 Bryant, 149.
92 Ibid.. 150.
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Young leading his people to a New Jerusalem in Utah during the great pilgrimage of 
1847.93
Mormon beliefs incorporate the idea that an ancient tribe of Israel, the family of 
Leui, came to North America during the period of Babylonian exile and continued God’s 
work from 600 BC to 400 AD. Some of their descendants lived until modem times in the 
American Indians.94 These unorthodox beliefs brought them into confrontation with 
more traditional Christians in areas they settled such as in Missouri. They gradually 
moved westward as they became more and more convinced that the world was corrupt 
and only supernatural intervention could save them from “Satan’s minions”. 95 In the late 
1830s, Missouri governor, Wilbom Boggs issued an “infamous extermination order” 
directing that the Mormons “must be treated as enemies and must be exterminated or 
driven from the state.96 This extreme persecution led Smith and other leaders who were 
in jail in Missouri to conceptualize the events as indicating the time of God’s judgement 
was at hand, and [the Mormons}.. .will laugh at their [enemies’] calamity, and mock 
[them] when their fear cometh.” Therefore, as persecution increased, so did Mormon 
millennial fervour.97
In 1844 Smith was murdered, and the great migration that followed in 1847 was 
understood in religious terms. Brigham Young was the new Moses, the Red Sea was the 
Wasatche Mountains, and the Great Salt Lake valley became Canaan (the fertile
93 Yonina Talmon, “Millenarianism,” The International Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences, vol. 10 
(Chicago: Macmillan and Co., 1968), 351.
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crescent). The Mormon leadership deliberately used biblical references for example 
naming the leading group “the Camp of Israel”. The Mormons believed they were leaving 
persecution for a promised land and the idea of being tested by God became a central 
theme in Mormon historical understanding of events. Moreover, the successful crossing 
of the Mississippi was understood as a direct act of God. In Mormon teaching this period 
of testing created a better and new people.98 This theological base provided the fledgling 
Mormon membership with the ability to forge viable communities out of what many 
would consider an extraordinarily inhospitable environment in Utah.
Despite their experiments in radical theology, including a continuing belief in 
prophetic revelation, the Mormons eventually managed to fully integrate in the broader 
American polity as they embraced core concepts of American culture and values. As 
noted above, Mormonism encompassed certain attributes of the American mythic culture, 
but there is more to it than that. The Mormons argue that humans have a central role in 
the work of creation so they imposed a “radical secularism” into their traditional 
Christian themes with three constituents of being: “God, intelligence and the primal 
elements of which the visible world is made.” 99 These components interact, but are each 
eternal, uncreated and separate. Mormon theology therefore allowed for a separation of 
church and state, at least theoretically. In fact, in 1890, under increasing pressure from 
federal authorities, President Willford Woodruff of the Mormon Church banned 
polygamy and announced that the Mormons would obey all the laws of the U.S.
Polygamy has since been officially forbidden, but plural marriage is still seen as a
98 Bryant, 153.
99 Bryant, 154.
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possibility in the next life.100 The Mormon’s were able de-eschatologize as they began to 
conceptualize the millennium in figurative rather than literal terms as they gained a stake 
in broader American culture. As they prospered they became less inclined to want the 
world as it was to come to an end.
Individual Mormons have also embraced American free enterprise, and have a 
great deal of material wealth including Banks, an insurance company, sugar beet farms, 
processing plants, retail stores, television and radio stations, hotels, newspapers and 
ranches.101The church itself supports these exercises in free enterprise as much of the 
money is used for proselytizing, building, education, and welfare programs.102 Mormon 
apocalyptic rhetoric declined after the 1920s and the Mormons today may even be 
considered “hyper-American” in that they fully embrace the capitalist economy, rugged 
individualism and entrepreneurship that is the theoretical underpinning of American 
political culture. Nonetheless, millenarianism continues in Mormonism, but it is far less 
central than during the 19th century and has been “quietly laid aside” as the Mormon 
community has gained more of a stake in the broader American society.103
The case of the Mormons shows that setting oneself apart from the broader 
community -as the Mormons did in Missouri and Illinois- can lead to persecution. In this 
case persecution led the Mormons to understand events increasingly in millennial terms. 
The greatest contributing factor to the increased prominence of millenarian concepts for 
them was their perceived persecution. The Mormons’ beliefs stopped them from
100 Ibid, 159.
I01lb id  159.
I02lb id . 160-161.
l03Wessinger, 60.
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becoming violent against their oppressors. They did not necessarily see their role as 
bringing about the millennium; instead, they believed God would bring about final 
judgement.104 Mormons are therefore post-millenialists who are preparing themselves for 
the coming Kingdom.
The case of the Mormons clearly illustrates that millennial beliefs do not 
necessarily mean that a group is dangerous or prone to violence. In fact, in this case, 
millennial beliefs were a belief system that provided for political cohesion. They resulted 
in the Mormons eventually becoming a more central part of the American polity they 
seemed to initially reject.
An American Paradox
The Nation of Islam’s doctrine is both millennial and racist, but this did not 
prevent its followers from gradually gaining a greater stake in the broader American 
society. The Nation’s millennialism contains both “nativistic” and “revivalistic” 
elements. For the Nation, nativism is the process of removing the customs and values of 
white society from the black community. Its revivalism is seen in its attempts to restore 
selected past cultural norms and institutions from Black Nationalist mythology and 
African pre-history.105 These millenarian beliefs also came about as members of the 
American black community sought to regain “... a sense of dignity and self respect.”106 
In creating a new identity for their members, groups such as the Nation of Islam adopted 
millenarian beliefs that posit a reversal of the current order with the “chosen people”
104Wessinger, 61.
105 Anthony Wallace, “Revitalization Movements” American Anthropologist 58, 2. (April, 1956), 264-281, 
267.
106 Talmon 355
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taking their rightful place as the masters of the world.107 The chosen people are African 
Americans who have rejected what they see as the evil white society of America.
Initially the Nation of Islam arose in response the horrible consequences of the 
mass exodus of Blacks from the rural south into northern cities: severe social dislocation, 
economic stress and a general sense of deprivation.108 Existing groups organized to fight 
for the rights of African Americans had disappeared by the 1930s, which left a political 
void in the Black community. Under the charismatic leadership of Wallace D. Fard and 
later under Elijah Mohammed the Nation of Islam filled that void.109 It developed a 
complicated mythic history with the Black man as the true Adam and whites the result of 
evil experiments. They also incorporated elements of Christianity, Islam and UFO 
beliefs to prophesize the coming “fall of America” when the Black man would rise up 
and take control.110 Black Americans were the chosen people, the fall of white America 
was imminent, and the transformation of the world would be complete and would occur 
in this world, not some afterlife.
Some in the Nation of Islam argued that American Blacks should be given an 
independent sovereign state in North America or Africa.111 This claim, combined with 
their mythic view of history, spawned a national consciousness that included: a national




111 Darren W. Davis; Ronald E. Brown ed., “The Antipathy of Black Nationalism: Behavioural and 
Attitudinal Implications o f an African American Ideology” American Journal of Political Science. Vol. 46, 
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flag comprised of a red field with a white crescent and a white star that was to replace the 
star spangled banner at Nation of Islam facilities, and a paramilitary group, the Fruit 
Islam, which drilled and trained with a mandate of protecting its membership and their 
future nation.
The territorial demand was intended as a reminder to the black people that their 
destiny was not necessarily in the ghettos of America, but that they were as 
justified to self-determination in a land of their own as any nation on earth.
Instead of begging for justice at the white man’s feet or setting their hopes on a 
mystery God’s intervention, they should search and find the solution to their 
problems from within themselves.112
Though so far unsuccessful in creating a separate homeland, the Nation of Islam 
has been very successful in achieving economic success. Nation members own and 
operate many companies including bakeries, restaurants, snack shops, coffee shops, 
barber shops, supermarkets, grocers, cleaners, clothing factories, a fez factory, clothing 
stores, real estate, residential units, a newspaper plant, a bank called the Guaranty Bank 
and Trust company, among many other lucrative assets.113 Therefore, like the Mormons, 
the Nation of Islam has gained an interest in American society, and their earnest 
millennialism has not prevented the Nation’s members from becoming valuable 
contributing members of the broader American polity.
Despite the radical assertions of the movement’s ideology the vast majority of 
violence has occurred within and among the members of the Nation and not against the 
broader political community. Moreover, during the last sixty plus years, the doctrine of 
the Nation of Islam has undergone significant change. However, two negative features of 
the original doctrine have had a significant impact on the early development of the
112 Mattias Gardell, In the Name of Elijah Mohammed. Louis Farrakhan and the Nation of Islam. (Durham 
University Press, 1996), 60.
1,3 Ibid. 60-61.
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movement: its racism and the withdrawal from society. Blacks were the “good” and 
“whites” were evil, which possibly reinforced racism among some whites. Moreover, 
Nation members did not participate in the political process, and while this perhaps 
engendered a sense of self-reliance and community, it also alienated the membership 
from the larger political culture.
Ironically the Nation’s social isolation and preparation for the Fall of America 
brought its members more fully into American society. The “do for self’ ethic brought 
the followers improved social and economic status, and created a strong political 
community. After the failure of the Fall of America to arrive, Wallace Mohammed was 
able to de-eschatologize the movement’s doctrine.114 The majority of what was once the 
Nation are now Sunni Muslims and are just another healthy religious community.115 
Nevertheless, some in the movement under the charismatic leadership-of Louis Farrakhan 
have embraced some of the earlier millenarian concepts and are now the only group that 
refers to themselves as the Nation, though there have been some efforts to reunite the two 
groups under the same structure once again, members from both groups have embraced 
some elements of Black Nationalism such as shopping in Black stores, Blacks controlling 
the economy, Black children studying an African language, and Black schools. Outside 
of Farrakhan’s group, however, there is little support for the idea of a Black homeland.116 
In a final analysis Nation of Islam’s millenarianism has helped both the political culture 
of its members and the broader American culture more than it has hurt them.117
114 Lee, Nation of Islam. 104.
115 Davis and Brown.
116 Ibid
117 Lee. Nation of Islam. 105.
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Religion and Race
There are other movements focused on the idea of racial purity as well. These 
groups also have a worldview that is complete and total, believe they have solved the
11 Rbasic problems of meaning, and can trace the meaning and end of history. A quarter to
one third of Protestant Christians in America believe that the world will come to an end 
as described in the Book of Revelation. Most of that group also believe in the rapture, in 
which the saved will be rescued from the final seven years of persecution and violence. 
However, some groups believe that they will have to remain and fight in the last days, or 
the Tribulation, until Jesus rescues them at the Second Coming. One such group is the 
Christian Identity movement. Moreover, they conceptualize the final battle in racial terms 
as a race w ar.119 This war is to be the final battle between God and Satan. The Antichrist 
will be, or is, a Jew who will take over the world as the final stage of the Jewish
1 9 0conspiracy that they believe has been long underway.
The Christian Identity movement brings together religious and political groups 
with the beliefs that the white Aryans are the true descendants of Adam, that Jews are the 
descendents of Satan, and that the last days are about to begin.121 Their perfected world 
will be one in which white Americans have taken their place at the head of the world and 
the Jews and other “non-whites” will be destroyed. Moreover, the more serious an 
Identity group is about its role as a warriors’ chosen people who will face the persecution 
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Their separation from society and strident verbal attacks on Jews, African Americans and 
what they call race traders has led to reaction from the state, verbal counterattacks and 
even attempts to silence some members.122
One identity group, the“ Covenant, Sword and Arm of the Lord” used its 
“significant paramilitary capabilities”123 to set up a fortified community in Missouri 
called Zorephath-Hareb. Here they engaged in paramilitary training, modified weapons 
and published guerrilla warfare manuals until disbanded by federal authorities in 1985.124 
This is just one example of Identity’s connection of the paramilitary with religious 
imperatives, which sets them apart from other religious millenarian groups. Identity 
members also psychologically and physically withdraw from society in order to protect 
their enclaves from the collapse of society.126 This act of withdrawal often draws a 
reaction from the state as the authorities try to deal with groups they do not understand 
and perceive to be a threat. Moreover, the creation of such enclaves can ultimately lead to 
greater pressure from the government, especially when such groups begin to violate the 
laws of the state.127 When they are in the process of setting themselves apart they have 
set up a process of “deviance amplification” identified by Roy Wallis in a study of the 
Church of Scientology. This occurs in these stages:
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II. Punitive reaction which leads to
III. Further alienation of the deviants which leads to
IV. Further deviation which leads to Increased punitive reaction, which leads
to (3)...etc, in an amplifying spiral.128
Nevertheless, for the most part, groups such as the Nation, the Mormons and
Protestant fundamentalists remain post-millenialists who are waiting for an event or
catastrophe to inaugurate the millennium. As such law enforcement authorities must be
careful not to verify a group’s beliefs through hasty or misguided actions. Catherine
Wessinger, referring to the Mormons, asserts:
.. .for a nation that avoids persecution of its religious minorities 
even its rabidly apocalyptic ones, there is no need for eschatophobia 
and certainly no need to replay “Buchanan’s blunder” or “Waco’s 
wackiness” with each new group of Apocalyptic millenarians who arise
i 129on the scene.
Religious racialists such as the Nation of Islam and Christian Identity find a 
religious basis for separation from what they believe is a doomed and irredeemable 
world. For believers this separation is a divine mission inspired by God. On the other 
hand, more secular racialists tend to justify their beliefs with quasi-science, but 
maintained the religious overtones of a divine mission. White Power groups often rely 
on a distorted understanding of Darwinism that reached its peak in Nazi Germany.130 
Groups such as the Aryan Nations, and the White Militias in Michigan, Montana and 
Texas also have a large paramilitary component. Such groups often have a conspiratorial 
view of history that posits events as unfolding due to hidden agencies controlling the
128 Barkun, 257.
129 Ibid.. 61.
130 Fredrick Wall, “The Fate That Hate Produced: Religion, Science and Fiction in New Millennial 
Radicalism” from Martha F. Lee ed. Millennial Visions (USA: Praeger Press, 2000), 77.
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world for their own nefarious purposes. They see their role as protecting white America 
against the hidden forces that they are fighting.131 In conspiracy theories of history the 
Jews are often cast as the enemies of the inherent good peoples, which are often 
Caucasian but not always.
In fact African American millenialists such as the Nation and many white racial 
millenarians both posit the Jews as the true enemies that they confront. Moreover, both 
Black and white segregationists have even had meetings on how to work towards their 
ultimate shared goal of separation. Marcus Garvey, a Black Nationalist, had several well- 
documented extensive contacts with the Ku Klux Klan. Additionally, Malcolm X and 
Elijah Mohammed have had some contact with the Klan, and some groups have even met 
in a conference setting. On October 11, 1997 the First Annual Conference on Racial 
Separatism was held in Washington DC. There were both Black and White speakers with 
“[n]o disagreement about ends.. .evident among participants, and .. .considerable 
agreement or means”.132 In this case, the Promised Land is apparently one where one is 
free from the other.
Contact and Destruction
Some religious millenarian groups in America have found themselves in violent 
confrontation with authorities, and in some cases, the pursuit of a religious ideal that 
involves serious differentiation from the norms of the broader community can lead to 
violence. If the millenarian group finds itself in power, as was the case in Munster, it can 
inflict both great harm on non-believers and themselves as they try to force the world to 
match their beliefs. If such a group remains on the fringe of the broader culture then they
131 Ibid, 83.
132 Ibid, 84.
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may face persecution from the more powerful political groups that mistrust and fear 
them. This persecution only feeds their beliefs and, if there is nowhere to go, this can 
culminate in tragedy. Even if a group does try to seek out a new promised land separate 
from the broader polity, as did Jim Jones and the People’s Temple133, the fear of 
continuing persecution can have a tragic outcome.
A clear example of “deviance amplification” is the case of the Branch Davidians 
at Waco Texas in the early 1990s. The Branch Davidian movement began with the 
Millerite movement of the early 1800s, which ultimately gave rise to the Seventh Day 
Adventists. Miller predicted the Second Coming, but when it failed to happen many 
members left the movement. However, out of its remnants, the present Seventh Day 
Adventists arose. In 1935, under the leadership of Victor Houteff, a dissident group of 
Seventh Day Adventists moved to a site just outside of Waco, Texas. In 1985, Vemon 
Howell, who later changed his name to David Koresh, joined the group and by the late 
1980s had taken a leadership role. Under Koresh the Branch Davidians were preparing 
for the imminent end of the world with the possibility of escaping the final 
confrontation.134 The assault by the Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco & Firearms, U.S. 
Department of Justice (ATF) confirmed Koresh’s apocalyptic vision of the Bible.135
On Sunday, February 28,1993, seventy-six heavily armed ATF agents attacked 
Mount Carmel centre. In the following firefight 5 Davidians and 4 ATF agents died. The 
warrant alleged child abuse and the operation of a methamphetamine lab, though both
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charges turned out to be unfounded. The FBI ran a 51-day siege during which 14 adults 
and 21 children surrendered. The government continued a campaign of psychological 
tactics including shutting off water and electricity, bright lights at night, high decibel 
noise, and destruction of property with tanks, threatening manoeuvres and verbal abuse 
from tank personnel.136 These tactics failed to end the standoff and only served to 
escalate the millennial fervour and group cohesion of the Davidians.137 Koresh remained, 
even to the end, a post-millenialists who did not believe his followers “would play an 
active role at Armageddon.”138 Therefore, the Branch Davidians remained essentially 
non-violent until events convinced him that they had to defend themselves. Moreover, 
like Jim Jones, Koresh had to try to deal with the loss of believers, and these defectors 
turned the internal problems into external ones. This came together with the 
government’s over reaction to bring about a “nightmarish conflagration that no one 
wanted.”139
Thus, though they did not understand themselves to be active participants in their 
version of Armageddon, the Branch Davidians found themselves caught in the spiral of 
violence. They had set themselves apart and preached a violent millennialism. The 
broader political community and the authorities could identify them easily and were 
afraid of what they did not understand. In this case, the “city on a hill” of Mount Carmel 
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The Branch Davidians ultimately faced extermination due to government 
misunderstanding of the situation.
Millenarianism and Contemporary Politics
The mainstream in American politics is generally more moderate and works 
within the available political structures or at least do not actively work against the current 
order. The mainstream is comprised of the majority of the population who are not 
particularly activist in their pursuit of their political ideals. Mainstream political 
movements has not given up on the current order; different political groups and 
associations are willing to work out there differences through the democratic political 
process rather than through direct action including peaceful protest and other forms of 
political action other than simply voting. Political actions outside of the mainstream may 
include but are not limited to terrorist attacks, cutting oneself off from broader society, 
and/or failing to abide by the laws of the land. By moving toward the mainstream in the 
political process and their way of life, groups such as the Mormons and the Nation have 
caused the deviance amplification process to be interrupted before the potentially dire 
consequences could materialize. Moreover, by engaging in activities that have increased 
their stake in America they are less inclined to take an active part in its downfall. The end 
of the world is less appealing if you have some stake in it.
The Mormons ultimately came closer to the mainstream due to certain 
characteristics of their doctrines. They had the ability to separate religious duty and 
temporal duty -such as officially banning polygamy to facilitate statehood- and create the 
material benefits for the Mormon community that came along with that while maintaining 
that polygamy remained a possibility in the afterlife. Likewise, the Nation of Islam’s
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focus on doing for oneself and self-improvement ultimately gave its members a stake in 
the broader American polity. The Mormons managed to find a New Jerusalem where 
persecution decreased, and they eventually moved away from the idea of an imminent 
end of the world. Similarly, despite deep suspicion by some in the broader community, 
the original Nation of Islam movement also de-eschatologized as its membership gained 
socio-economic status.
In fact, one can find groups that have millenarian elements holding a central place 
in contemporary American politics. Despite assertions about the separation of church 
and state it must be noted that people with strong religious convictions are involved in 
decisions regarding foreign and domestic policy in the U.S.140 Moreover, some religious 
leaders who have entered the political realm hold millennial beliefs. Pat Robertson, for 
example, is founder of the Christian Coalition, which has over a million members and is 
often identified as the most powerful grassroots organization in the U.S and a presidential 
candidate in 1988. Robertson is also a central figure in an educational/media 
conglomerate including Regent University, the American centre for Law and Justice, 
along with the family channel and Christian Broadcasting Network.141 Additionally, the 
religious conferences sponsored by Robertson attract mainstream speakers such as Bob 
Dole, Newt Gingrich, Jack Kemp and Dinesh D’Souza. Robertson’s millennialism is 
built upon earlier conspiracy theories and a particular understanding of religious 
scriptures. Fundamentalists like Robertson and Jerry Falwell argue that nuclear war, 
AIDS and environmental degradation are the fulfillment of scripture. Important social
140 Mark G. Toulouse, “Pat Robertson: Apocalyptic Theology and American Foreign Policy” Journal of 
Church and State 31 no. 1 (Winter 1989) 80.
141 Ibid
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issues and problems then become something “sacred” and only comprehensible to 
believers in religious terms. However, such millennial myths are not monolithic and the 
power of millennialism is its adaptability and its ability to reflect the experiences of many 
different groups.142 It is also fitting to note that catastrophic post-millenialists such as 
Robertson can be prompted by political expediency to renounce, at least briefly, their 
expectation of an immediate disaster.143
Despite inspiring some radical groups, for example, anti-abortionist movements 
such as Absolute Rescue (which murdered and tried to murder abortion-providing 
physicians)144, the influence of millennial beliefs on the American polity does not 
represent an ever-present threat. American Protestant millennialism is dominated by 
postmillennialism, which posits that “Christians have an obligation to provide the 
political and social conditions that would make Christ’s return possible. As such, its 
believers tend to be actively involved in politics and more importantly they do not see 
their literal role as god’s warriors. Therefore, it is likely that such groups mostly engage 
in “...reminding] the populace of the godly power that makes their ideologies potent.”145 
Moreover, the relationship between the Christian Right and the Republican Party has 
been an uneasy one at best, and despite claims to the contrary, the Christian Right has not 
been the determining factor in U.S. elections since 1994.146
142 Robbins, Palmer 113-114
143 Robbins, Palmer 56
144 See Jeffery Kaplan, “Absolute Rescue: Absolutism, Defensive Action and the Resort to Force”
Terrorism and Political Violence. 7, 3 (1195) 128-163.
145 Jurgensmeyer
146 Janh C Green et al. “Social Movements and Party Politics: the case of the Christian Right” Journal of 
Scientific Study of Religion 40,3,5 2001
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The Christian Right does exercise influence in American government and from 
the believer’s perspectives this influence is often used to help create the conditions 
necessary for Christ’s return, such as the support for the existence of a Jewish State in the 
Middle East.147 While some outside of the movement may feel threatened by their 
approach to modem society, as long as the Christian Right remains involved in pushing 
for change through a political process, it is unlikely that it will engage in overt political 
violence. As with the Mormons and the Nation of Islam, the greatest stabilizing factor 
for this movement is its stake in the broader society. Additionally, postmillennialism’s 
reliance on the acts of an outside divine agency does not predispose its believers to acting 
in a violent manner. In essence, the re-focusing of Protestant and Catholic 
millenarianism is a political struggle and confrontation with secularism and the 
increasing acceptance of non-traditional norms.148 Such a religious millennial view of 
political struggle can also be found in many other groups in North America.
Religious Millenarianism in North America: Some Conclusions.
In the U.S., one can see that religion and politics are not clearly separate. In fact, 
many aspects of the U.S. polity have distinctively religious roots. The ritual separation of 
the two supposedly equal institutions of church and state was a peculiarity of the 
development of the American system. However, beneath the surface of American 
politics, and “[h]idden from public scrutiny is the unsettling recognition that there must 
exist an implicit, persistent tension between them since both claim to be reality defining,
147 see Brenda E. Brasher, “When Your Friend is Your Enemy: American Christian Fundamentalists and 
Israel At the New Millennium” from Martha F. Lee ed. Millennial Visions (USA: Praeger Press, 2000)
148 Luebbers
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allegiance eliciting social organizations.”149The U.S. is not unique in its exclamations 
about the purported separation of church and state, but millennialism among its citizens 
and leaders has always been close to the surface. Politics and religion are never mutually 
exclusive. Fundamentalism and millenarianism in the American context can also be 
understood as a rejection of modernity and a protest against new social norms.150 
Nonetheless, religious millenarianism can actually serve a constructive function in 
helping to form healthy political communities in the face of difficult conditions.
149 Bruce B Lawrence, Defenders of God: The fundamentalist Revolt Against the Modem Ape (USA: 
Harper and Row, 1989), 156.
150 Ibid.. 169.
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Chapter 3: Secular Millenarianism 
The Secular Millennium
This chapter focuses on secular millenarian groups and their potential for violent 
expression. As discussed in the first chapter, any delineation between religion and politics 
is difficult, but particularly so for millenarian groups. Both politics and religion are 
systems of order and meaning and when they are involved with millennial movements 
they become even more difficult to distinguish practically and theoretically. Millennial 
beliefs transform believers’ conception of history and their place in it. They are a chosen 
people who know the truth that defines the order of the world. Therefore, primarily 
religious millenarian beliefs inspire believers to prepare for the end of the world or 
attempt to remake the world to suit their vision of the true order. Such actions have 
definite political implications. In a similar vein, secular movements have religious 
overtones in that believers feel they are justified in doing anything within their power to 
achieve what they see as salvation.151
For the purposes of this paper the difference between secular and religious is their 
respective understanding of the author of the millennium. For religious millenialists there 
is a divine agency (God) that is brings about the new order, either with the participation 
of the believers or not (premillennialism and postmillennialism respectively). For secular 
millenialists, the agency is of this world, for example an environmental collapse or a race 
war. Some, however, also incorporate some religious elements, for example the Christian 
Identity movement.
151 Martha F. Lee, Earth First!: Environmental Apocalypse (New York: Syracuse University Press, 1995), 
17.
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Christian Identity and militia type millennial groups trace their origins to British
Israelism. This was an eccentric English movement from the mid 1800s that posited the
origins of the British people in the Near East. In this belief system the British people are
understood to be the true Israelites, descended from the wanderings of the ten tribes of
Israel who found their way to the British Isles. The Identity movement altered this belief
1to incorporate all people of northwestern European origin as the true Israelites. The 
Christian Identity movement is considered a more religious than secular movement 
because it is a movement comprised of independent churches, Bible study groups, 
communal settlements, and political associations based on a direct interpretation of 
religious scripture.153 They also understand themselves to be a religious elite in American 
society.154
A second belief held by Identity followers that has found and other militia groups 
is the belief that Jews are the descendants of Satan. They have stitched this belief together 
from strains of what Barkun describes as “deviant religion” (British Israelism) and “crank 
scholarship” (Nesta Webster as will be discussed below). The Jewish people are 
conceptualized as literally evil and divested of any relationship to Israelite origins. 
Therefore, although starting as an interpretation and perversion of religious belief,
Identity developed a putatively genetic basis for its anti-Semitism, similar to that of 
Herbert Spencer and the Nazis.
152 Michael Barkun, “Violence and Confrontation; The Case of the Christian Identity Movement” from 
Robbins and Palmer, Millennium. Messiahs, and Mavhem (New York: Routledge, 1997), 248.
153 Ibid, 247.
154 Ibid, 254.
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For Identity believers, neo-Nazis and many in the militia movement, Jews and 
Aryans have always been and always will be at war until the final victory of the 
inherently “good” Aryans.155 The Identity movement has developed certain paramilitary 
capabilities but it is set apart from the militia movement by its link of paramilitarism to 
religious imperatives. “Arms, training, and military preparedness are necessary, they say, 
because God’s plan for the end of history requires it.”156
This chapter focuses on militia groups that conceptualize their ideology within the 
framework of a confrontation with the state and other political groups as well as follow in 
what they conceive is the American tradition of rugged individual ism and confrontation 
with government authorities. Followers believe that the United States’ government has 
been corrupted and it is no longer serving the interests of the “true Americans.”157 For 
example, their leaders often assert that the fourteenth amendment of the United States 
constitution, which requires states to follow federal laws, has resulted in federal 
authorities committing ever-increasing violations of the constitution and circumventing 
the constitution’s true intentions. They see themselves in the tradition of the American 
founding fathers as “hearty individualists protecting their freedom-through violence if 
required-against the corrupt machinations of an overbearing central political 
authority.”158 It is these “true Americans” who are the chosen people. Thus this chapter 
draws a distinction between militia type movements that follow a primarily religious
155 Ibid.
156 Ibid. 250.
157 Lane Crothers, “The Cultural Foundations of the Modem Militia Movement,” New Political Science. 24, 
2, 2002. 221-234.
158 Ibid.
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mission (for example Christian Identity) from those following a more secular rationale 
(for example survivalists and the putative militia movement).
A second type of millennial group discussed in this chapter is Technological 
Millenarians such as the American Eugenics movement; that is groups that have put 
empirical science together with millennial visions resulting in the belief that technology 
holds the key to a “golden future.” This golden age will see a fundamental and permanent 
transformation of the human condition. Members of such groups often perceive a 
pervasive and widespread threat such as imminent social collapse, but that there is a new 
technology that will save humanity.159 Technological Millenarianism has been in 
existence in the American context for many decades and it appears to serve as a secular 
religion for a technological age as it offers salvation even up to eternal life. Such 
movements do not rely on science for confirmation of their beliefs but as a source for the 
vocabulary and “mythic paradigms” they create.160
This chapter also focuses on Earth First! as a secular millenarian group that 
envisions the final and dramatic event in history as an environmental collapse. Earth 
First! has at its core a concern for the fate of the Earth which results in this and other 
environmental movements being influenced by millennial themes. They believe the 
planet is in terrible and imminent danger with all species of life under threat. The means
159 John M. Bozeman, “Technological Millenarianism in the United States” from Susan J. Palmer, 
Millennium Messiahs and Mavhem: Contemporary Apocalyptic Movements (New York: Routledge 
Publishing, 1997), 151
160 Ibid. 156.
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by which the world can be reborn (with or without humanity) is the transformation of 
human behavior.161
American Politics’ Extreme Right Wing as Nativist Millenarianism
A Nativist millennial movement is one that believes it is under attack by a foreign 
colonizer that is threatening and destroying its believers’ traditional way of life. Nativists 
want to return to an idealized golden past, and often identify with the trials and the 
deliverance of the Israelites in the Old Testament. They are often termed “revitalization 
movements” (see Chapter 1). Nativist millenarianism may take the form of catastrophic 
millennialism or progressive millennialism. The catastrophic millenialists may either 
await divine intervention or envision their role as direct actors in bringing about the new 
order.162 Catastrophic Millennialism has a pessimistic vision of humanity and society. 
“We are so corrupt and sinful, that the world as we know it must be destroyed and created 
anew.” 163 God or some other superhuman agents such as extra terrestrials, with or 
without the help of humans (premillennialist or post millenialists respectively and as 
defined by this paper), will bring about the new order. Progressive millenialists are 
working with the divine (superhuman) agency to bring about the millennium sometimes 
through progressive and non-catastrophic means. New religions increasingly use extra 
terrestrials as the superhuman agents that act in the roles once held by God, the angels, 
and devils. In Wessinger’s view, however, the religious outlook remains the same. There
161 Martha F. Lee, “Environmental Apocalypse: The Millennial Ideology of Earth First!” from Susan J. 
Palmer, Millennium Messiahs and Mavhem: Contemporary Apocalyptic Movements (New York:
Routledge Publishing, 1997), 119.
162 Catherine Wessinger, “Nativist Millennial Movements”_available at 
http://www.loyno.edU/~wessing/law/Encyclopedia/4.nativist.html (accessed July 10, 2005)
163 Catherine Wessinger, How the Millennium Comes Violently Draft: January 13, 1998. Available at 
http://jonestown.sdsu.edu/AboutJonestown/Articles/print_millennium.htm (June 28,2005)
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is a belief that normally unseen superhuman agents are in control of earthly events.164 
This paper, however, is not concerned with broadening the meaning of religious groups 
to include such organizations. The substitution of these entities into the roles formerly 
held by religious imagery is part and parcel of the movement towards rational and 
scientifically based belief systems. As this paper has argued above, any complete 
delineation between religion and politics is difficult in the best of circumstances. In 
regards to millenialist political systems, it is almost impossible. Nonetheless, for this 
paper, the delineation is between those that follow a traditional belief in God as the 
superhuman actor. The development of new religious conceptualizations is beyond the 
scope of this paper.
The Nazis and American neo-Nazis can be considered Nativist millenialists 
despite their emergence from what many would argue are the elite groups in their 
respective societies. Moreover, the Freeman who engaged in a standoff with federal 
authorities in Montana in 1996 were part of a diffuse Euro-American Nativist millenarian 
movement that includes neo-Nazis, the Christian Identity movement, Odinists and other 
racist and anti-Semitic white Americans.165 These groups feel under threat by the 
increasing diversity of the U.S. and what they feel is an unresponsive government that is 
working against their interests. They see their traditional way of life eroded, in their view, 
by the government and multi-national corporations, particularly in rural America.166
164 Ibid
165 Wessinger, “Nativist Millennial Movements”
166 Ibid.
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Nativist millennial movements often incorporate magic and sacrifice as methods 
to help bring about the millennium. Magic is the use of words of power and rituals to try 
and bring about physical changes in the world while the sacrifice is seen as a way to urge 
powerful unseen beings to intervene on behalf of the believers. The Freemen’s common 
law interpretations and paper warfare against the government was an example of 
imitative magic where the Freeman sought to steal the power of the bankers and 
government agencies and use them for their own ends.167
Because they are often in direct confrontation with civil authority, it is not 
unusual for Nativist millennial movements to become involved in violence and direct and 
often-violent confrontation with law enforcement authorities. The Montana Freeman and 
others that are involved in the contemporary Euro-American Nativist movement are 
examples of revolutionary millenialists much like the Nazis, but whereas the Nazis 
gained considerable power for a time, the Euro-American Nativist movement remains 
diffuse and wide spread and only attractive to a small minority of Americans. Violent 
individuals from these groups do commit acts of terrorism but have been unable to spawn 
the broad revolution they desire and foresee.168 
The American Militia Movement’s New World Order
On April 19, 1995 the Oklahoma City bombing killed 168 people of which 19 
were children.169 Timothy McVeigh and Terry Nichols who were involved in the so- 
called militia movement carried out this terrorist attack. They were part of a growing
167 Ibid.
168 Ibid.
169 Philip Lamy, “Secularizing the Millennium; Survivalists, Militias and the New World Order” from 
Robbins and Palmer, Millennium. Messiahs, and Mavhem (New York: Routledge, 1997), 94.
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paramilitary movement that had “literally exploded” during the 1990s.170 These 
extremists were angry with the U.S. government and were often armed. They viewed the 
federal government as their enemy because, in their view, it was eroding the rights of 
“good patriotic” citizens as part of a conspiracy to create a socialist one-world 
government and “New World Order”.171
Many far right American ideologies actually trace much of their view of history 
as a conspiracy to the work of early 20th century author and activist Nesta Webster. Her 
work is the foundation of the conspiracy ideology of the militia movement, patriot 
movement, the John Birch society and Pat Robertson among others. She made complex 
conspiracy theories popular, which inspired political action. She published eight long 
works on politics and history during her life and some have been through many editions 
with some still in print today. Webster was a very conservative writer who was interested 
in history power and politics, which led her to question the origin and nature of the rapid 
profound changes of the early 20th century such as the decline of the British Empire, the 
transformation of European culture and society by the Great War, and women’s 
suffrage.172 The rapid social changes faced by the American polity in some ways mirror 
the changes faced in Webster’s day, and that may help to explain why her work seems to 
still resonate with certain segments of the American political culture and psyche.
In the 1920s Webster wrote her most influential works. In them she argues that 
the crisis in the world is the result of a conspiracy that began in 1782 when two secret
170 Ibid, 94.
171 Ibid, 94.
172 Martha F. Lee and Herb Simms, Gender and Conspiracy Theory: Nesta Webster’s Influence on the 
Modem Right (Paper Presented at 2004 Annual Meeting of the Canadian Political Science Association in 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada)
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societies-the Illuminati and Grand Orient Free Masonry-agreed to a “definite 
revolutionary Campaign” that set out to transform the human community of societies 
with the destruction of all governments and religion as well as inspiring general mayhem. 
“Through this, human beings could regain a “primitive liberty,” an idealized existence 
that existed before the chains of civilization limited human behavior and potential.”173 As 
she saw it, this conspiracy was a major factor in Bolshevism and other influential 
movements of her day. Webster contends that the conspirators can manipulate all those 
who are unaware of their machinations because their powers are “terrible, unchanging, 
relentless and wholly destructive “... [they are] the greatest menace that has ever 
confronted the human race.”174 Her work is not only presented to “educate” the British 
public, but to inspire them to protect their country and homeland. She also emphasizes 
the special role of Britain in perhaps bringing the “plot against civilization” to its 
knees.175
Webster also assesses a special role to the Jewish people in her conceptualization 
of the conspiracy against civilization. In one of her seminal wotks-Secret Societies and 
Subversive Movements (1924)-she states that “the immense problem of the Jewish power
•  11 f t[is] perhaps the most important problem with which the modem world is confronted.”
She argues that at its core the Jewish conspiracy is trying to dominate the world and 
destroy Christianity and Christian civilization. It is part of their political ethos-in
173 ibid.
174 Nesta Webster, World Revolution, the Plot Against Civilization (London: Constable and Company, 
1921), vii.
175 Ibid
176 Nesta Webster, Secret Societies and Subversive Movements (London: Boswell, 1924), 369.
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177Webster’s view. Pat Robertson borrowed Webster’s ideas directly from World 
Revolution in his widely influential book-77je New World Order.178 Webster’s ideas, 
largely through Robertson and directly through continuing reprints have taken hold in the 
Militia and Patriot Movements. While the ideologies of such movements are quite varied 
they share a number of themes such as the belief in the United States’ imminent demise 
and the coming assault on “true Americans.” In religious versions of the conspiracy, the 
“New World Order” is understood in terms of the Anti-Christ with the United Nations as 
its earthly manifestation.179 Secular believers such as Survivalists rely on an 
interpretation that incorporates racial elements. Webster’s conspiracy theories “provide a 
refuge from the threat of modernity and globalization” as they explain how one’s political 
group “has been wronged by history” and identify those who are responsible.180
The Turner Diaries also posited a conspiracy and an ongoing struggle for the 
destiny of humanity. Timothy McVeigh obtained a copy of the Turner Diaries while 
serving in the army, which provided him much of the fodder for his and other far right 
radical’s beliefs. The Turner Diaries tells a story of a corrupted government that is so 
fixated on civil rights and gun control that it passes an enormously restrictive gun law to 
seize all guns and eliminate private gun ownership in the United States. White Americans 
interested in “true liberty” rise up and rebel.181 Part of this rebellion is terrorist attacks 
including the destruction of FBI headquarters by men using a truck bomb made of
177 Lee and Simms.
178 Pat Robertson, The New World Order (USA: W Publishing Group, 1991)
179 Secret Societies and Subversive Movements. 369.
180 Ibid.
181 Lane Crothers, Rase on the Right: The American Militia Movement from Rubv Ridge to Homeland 
Security (Maryland: Rowan and Littlefield, 2003), 126.
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fertilizer and diesel, much like the attack McVeigh eventually authored. Ultimately, the 
white supremacist rebels gain control of the country’s nuclear arsenal and uses it to purge 
the world of inferior races.182 McVeigh believed that the government was using its power 
to conspire with Jews to weaken the white race as is posited by the Turner Diaries.183 
Moreover, this conspiracy had to be confronted and fought. On the anniversary of the 
tragic events at Waco, McVeigh would set off a truck bomb outside of an FBI building in 
Oklahoma City similar to the one in the Turner Diaries resulting in the death of 168 
people.
The leaders of the militia and patriot movements argued the events at Ruby Ridge 
(discussed further below) and Waco (discussed above) were part of the conspiracy to 
establish a New World Order. Ruby Ridge and Waco therefore became rallying cries for 
Americans who were losing their patience with and faith in the federal government and 
law enforcement officials. They took up arms, joined such paramilitary organizations as 
militias, practiced a form of Survivalism as they prepared for the apocalypse. For such 
secular millenarians the final confrontation will be orchestrated by the hands of man in 
some sort of social, economic, or industrial collapse or by some environmental crisis, 
race war or nuclear war. In the end, for Survivalists and many others in the American 
militia movement salvation is not in the hands of some metaphysical deliverer, but will 
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Survivalism and Millennialism
Survivalism is the practice and philosophy of preparing to survive the imminent
conflagration predicted by their belief system. It is a form of secular millennialism bom
out of a belief in the conspiracy against society. To individuals and groups practicing
survivalism such as the Patriot Movement, the militia movement, and the Unabomber,
government, big business, the mass media, technology, complex industrial society, and
the “New World Order” are conceptualized as evil and pervasive. “The mix of
Survivalism with apocalypticism-as doomsayers take up arms, hide out in the hinterlands,
and start throwing bombs at the system-reflects a secularization of the millennium...”185
As they were in their formative stages of the 1970s and 1980s, survivalists linked Soviet
expansion in places such as Nicaragua, Angola, and Afghanistan to the ongoing strife in
many American cities such as crime, drugs, and, in their view, dangerous ethnic and
racial diversity. In response, they created a millennial vision of the future that was clearly
related to Christian millenialist tradition. According to survivalists, the world would soon
come to an end and only those that had retreated to rural areas to prepare would survive
the war (nuclear, race war or other) and the masses of urban dwellers that would invade
1 8 6the “heartland” after the apocalypse. White supremacists, in a similar 
conceptualization, linked the crime and drug problems of urban centers to the federal 
government’s attempts to eradicate the KKK in the 1970s. They argued that the 
government was conspiring to destroy the racial and political power of “true” white
185 Ibid.
186 Crothers, Rase on the Right. . .47-48.
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America and must be resisted. White Americans must therefore resist the egalitarian 
policies of the federal government in order to preserve their racial purity.187
Such views are in part drawn from the peculiarities of American culture: its 
individualism and its exceptionalism. Individualism is the belief that an individual can 
face any obstacle as long as they make a real effort and makes up a part of the militia 
movement’s, racial millenialists’ and survivalists’ political ethos. Individuals are 
responsible for themselves and government programs such as welfare are “.. .evidence 
that the government has a plan to destroy the real liberty of the deserving, hardworking 
class of (white) Americans on behalf of undeserving, unproductive racial minorities and
1 R Rethnic newcomers.”
The exceptionalism of American politics also fits well with the precepts of 
Christian millennialism, as a conflict over government policy is understood as a struggle 
for control of the destiny of the entire world in the continuing struggle between good and 
evil. As suggested by social movement theory, such groups are framed by and find a 
voice within the political culture from which they emerge.189 The Militias conceptualize 
their struggle with the federal government as a struggle over the meaning of America and 
not just struggles over policy. 190Therefore, secular millenarian groups in the U.S. are left 
to their own actions to bring about the millennium both by the lack of a divine agency on 
which to rely and by the nature of the political culture from which they developed. 
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more readily and are less prone to act out in a violent manner. Moreover, the communal 
nature of religious belief undermines the concept of salvation as obtainable through one’s 
own actions.
Ruby Ridge
In the late 1980s and the early 1980s the conditions were right for the 
development of the modem militia movement. Resource Mobilization Theory posits that 
new groups organize when the established order shows weakness. Additionally, if new 
grievances are imposed on groups or individuals they may form new movements.191 
Moreover, the previous models of group mobilization and action are generally followed. 
The late1980s and early 1990s were a time of large-scale economic transformation in the 
United States and from a resource mobilization perspective, the established order showed 
great weakness. The forces of globalization and the resulting economies of scale 
transformed the family farms that had survived industrialization into larger and larger 
corporate enterprises. This displaced the traditional way of life in many rural 
communities. As a consequence, many family farmers found explanations for their loss in 
the rhetoric of the militias and similar groups.192 In addition, a concordant shift in 
political clout to the suburbs along with the resulting shift in values such as post 
modernist attitudes towards lifestyle choices led to new rules for land use, hunting 
restrictions and other instances of non-rural authorities making rules for rural people.
This further undermined the tradition rural American way of life.193 Therefore, while the
191 Ibid
192Crothers, Rage on the Right. .. 4.
193 Ibid.4.
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social order was in transition many rural Americans found themselves increasingly 
alienated. This led to feelings of injustice among those who felt their way of life was 
under attack. 194
Moreover, the conspiracy rhetoric and actions of earlier movements played a 
central role in the development of the militia movement. There were groups such as the 
John Birch Society and the Ku Klux Klan who had a long history of anti-government 
ideology and rhetoric. Groups such as the Order, the Aryan Nations and other hate groups 
often provided the template for the “paranoia and anger” of the militia movement.195 It 
was also from such groups that the movement inherited its millennialism. The militias of 
the American Revolution were also held as models of organization and action with the 
complex reality of the revolutionary militias replaced with “an idealized image of citizen- 
farmers arming themselves, and defeating the occupying British army”196
These structural conditions allowed for the development of militia ideology, but 
two particular events were the proximal causes of their rapid development. The first was 
the assault on Waco (as discussed above). The second event was the assault on the 
Weavers’ cabin at Ruby Ridge, Idaho in 1992.197 On August 1992 agents from the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms, and the federal 
Marshall’s service tried to serve a warrant on Randy Weaver for failing to show up for a 
1991 charge of selling an illegally sawed off shotgun to a federal informant in 1989. The 
resulting standoff and deaths generated support from local residents, and like-minded
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individuals across the U.S. The events of Ruby Ridge would inspire thousands of 
Americans to form militias as they had their cultural beliefs that the government was 
oppressive and an evil dangerous force confirmed in their minds. However, Randy 
Weaver was not a member nor did he ever join a militia. His ideology followed in the
• • • 1 ORtradition of white supremacy.
Randy and Vikki Weaver were both raised in extremely religious homes. Randy 
was a conservative protestant and Vikki was a Mormon. They believed that the battle 
between good and evil was going on in daily human life while God protected the 
believers and punished the non-believers.199 Randy served in the U.S. army with Special . 
Forces training but had not served in Vietnam. He married Vikki in 1971 and by 1982 
had settled into a normal conservative Christian life with three children. While it is not 
clear as to what led the Weavers down the path to Ruby Ridge there is one strong 
candidate. Vikki Weaver read Hal Lindsay’s Late Great Planet Earth in 1978.200 It 
describes an apocalyptic battle between the forces of good and evil in a great religious 
struggle. The forces of evil are comprised of foreigners (particularly non-whites), 
communists, and Jews who refuse to accept Jesus. The forces of good are comprised of 
Christian literalists who accept the bible as the literal absolute law that must govern their 
daily lives. At the end of Late Great Planet Earth the earth is consumed in fire, the
198 Crothers, Rage on the Right 75-76.
199 Jess Walter, Every Knee Shall Bow: The Truth and Tragedy of Rubv Ridge and the Randv Weaver 
Family (New York: Regan Books, 1995),14-21.
200 Ibid. 30-33.
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righteous are saved to heaven and Christ returns to create paradise on earth post 
Armageddon.201
Randy and Vikki expressed some racially motivated sentiments prior to 1978, but 
after 1978 their positions became more extreme. They began to interpret themselves as 
“Legalists” who took the bible as literal truth. They removed pictures as graven images, 
began denying the holocaust, and came to believe in a Masonic controlled conspiracy 
(inspired by Nesta Webster) that controlled the U.S. government. This conspiracy led to 
the U.S. government coming under the control of groups such as the Illuminati, the U.S. 
council on foreign relations, and the Tri-lateral Commission who were acting on behalf of 
the Jewish servants of the anti-Christ.202 Randy began to proselytize at work and was 
rebuked. This led him to relocate to Northern Idaho in order to prepare for the end 
times.203 In 1984 they built a mountain top cabin on Ruby Ridge and cut themselves off 
from electricity, indoor plumbing, and similar amenities.
Their physical isolation also contributed to their increasing ideological distance 
from mainstream society as their racism became more profound. In 1986 Randy began 
attending the Aryan Nations world conference. It provided him with confirmation of and 
an outlet for his racist beliefs. As his racism grew, so did his connections to Christian 
Identity beliefs (as discussed above). However, through the 1980s there was nothing 
about his beliefs that made a confrontation with federal authorities inevitable. He was not
201 Hal Lindsay, The Late Great Planet Earth (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1970).
202 Rage on the Right. . ..76-77.
203 Ibid, 77.
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a militia member in form or ideology. He was a white supremacist and a religious racist- 
nationalist while his lifestyle was as survivalists, trying to escape society, not save it.204
Weaver came to attention of federal authorities in the mid 1980s when a neighbor 
who had relocated out of the area wrote several letters to the FBI, the Secret Service and 
several other federal agencies alleging that Weaver was storing guns on their property 
and had threatened the president. After an investigation these charges were found to be 
baseless, but Weaver did write a letter to federal authorities to defend his anti- 
government point of view. In the letter he said that he had no hostility towards the 
government but would defend himself if they came onto his land. Therefore, from the 
perspective of federal agents, Weaver was dangerous but isolated. By the mid 
1980s,however, the Weavers had decreased their isolation, with Randy even running for 
County Sheriff (as a Republican), which he lost. It appeared that the Weavers were 
returning to mainstream society. However, Weaver came in contact with a federal 
informant who bought two illegally modified shotguns from him which resulted in the 
firearms charges that would bring federal agents to Ruby Ridge. Authorities arrested 
Weaver through trickery and after he was arraigned and released on bond he became 
convinced he would lose his land if convicted. Despite attempts made by the authorities 
Weaver and his family chose to retreat to their mountaintop and not come in to face 
trial.205
In their isolation, the Weaver family’s views became more extreme. Randy even 
became involved in an armed effort to prevent the eviction of a neighbor. Alcohol 
Tobacco & Firearms agents approached Weaver about the possibility of becoming an
204 Ibid. 78-79.
205 Ibid, 79-80.
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informant, which he rejected, but it made him even more suspicious of the government.
In March 1992, the story of a fugitive avoiding federal authorities made national news 
and this prompted the federal authorities to increase their efforts. Surveillance cameras 
were installed while agents patrolled Weaver land, and established observation posts. 
Eventually, the Weaver family dog confronted agents and was shot. As a result a family 
friend of the Weaver’s shot and killed an agent while an agent killed Sammy Weaver 
(Randy’s Son).
The FBI ended up employing new rules on deadly force, wounded Randy and the 
family friend and killed Vikki Weaver. The surviving barricaded family became the 
center of a media circus and protestors’ anger. The standoff threatened to go completely 
out of control with more protestors arriving and the real possibility of the conflict 
escalating even further. Due to the deteriorating condition of the Weaver family friend 
wounded in the initial standoff, Randy surrendered on August 31; 11 days after it had 
began. Eventually, the only successful conviction was Randy Weaver’s failure to appear 
while the Weaver family won a civil wrongful death suit against the government.206
Despite his religious background, Weaver’s belief system and that of his 
followers were representative of a secular millennial ideology. As discussed above, 
Survivalism is a type of secular millenarianism. Moreover, secular millenarianism is 
based on primarily non-religious prophecies207 such as those conceived of by Weaver’s 
family and many others on the extreme right of American politics. In Primitive Rebels 
(1959) historian Eric Hobsbwam offers these basic differences between religious and
206 Ibid. 89-91.
207 Lamy, 95.
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secular millenarian movements. He argues that the classic religious movements that have 
appeared periodically throughout the history of Christianity have three primary 
characteristics. First, there is a total rejection of the present order and a belief in its 
imminent replacement by a new and more humane order. Secondly, there is a belief in a 
messiah who will transform the world through supernatural power, and thirdly, there is a 
fundamental vagueness in how the new world will come into being. This vagueness is 
due to the belief that the new world will be brought about through supernatural 
intervention and this results in vagueness around the actual timing of the event as well as 
the sequence of events.
Secular forms of millenarianism lack the supernatural elements of the religious, 
particularly the belief that the apocalypse is engineered by God and brought about by the 
second coming of Christ.208 Secular millenialists instead rely on a system of belief built 
on ideology, politics and an alternative plan for society. Like the religious millenialists 
they also foresee and imminent collapse of civilization “and hope to hasten its demise so 
as institute a new historic period.”209 Similarly, human rather than supernatural forces 
represent evil, and these human forces are generally those that hold and exercise power 
over the believers. Secular movements can and often do adopt apocalyptic imagery by 
which to define their actions and beliefs which imparts a similar zeal as that found among 
religious millenialists. Survivalists such as the Weaver family often speak of the 
imminent collapse of civilization and “nuclear Armageddon” “...with the zeal of a
208 Ibid,95.
209 Ibid. 95.
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doomsday prophet.” 210 Nonetheless, religious millenarians can also adopt the language
and symbols of secular movements (such as the Nation of Islam or fundamentalist
protestant millenarians) and argue that the millennium will be ushered in by nuclear war,
economic collapse, environmental disaster or some combination of them all “if that is 
<21 1
God’s will.” Survivalism exemplifies an ideology where the traditional religious 
millennial myth has fractured with its symbols and meanings “reproduced and redefined’ 
through the beliefs, experiences and worldview of militant right-wing extremism. 
Survivalism, in some ways, illustrates the destructive function of the millennial myth. Its 
philosophy foresees mass destruction and death with no interest in reforming the system 
while it offers a plan of action to the believers. Their plan is one of personal redemption 
or self-salvation as they survive “.. .the great destruction of the current order and... build 
a new and better one.”212 Survivalism and racist nationalism were fundamental to the 
Weaver family’s millennialism and therefore they are secular millenialists as defined by 
this paper. They were therefore more likely to conceptualize an active role for themselves 
in Armageddon and had a greater potential to find themselves involved in violent 
confrontation. Furthermore, part of their ideology involved arming themselves and when 
the authorities mismanaged the situation and confirmed the prophecy in the minds of 
believers, the believers had the firepower to result in a protracted standoff and national 
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Along with the events at Waco, Ruby Ridge had a profound effect on people with 
anti-government fears. Many like-minded people began using the newly developed 
Internet to find each other and began to develop what they felt was an alternative to the 
current corrupted process. They drew on the image of the American militias of the 
revolutionary war, and by 1996 there were as many as 858 such groups in the U.S. with 
millions of sympathizers nationwide.213 After the Oklahoma City bombing and the events 
of September 11, 2001, the Militias are in decline and unless some fuel is poured on its 
dying “embers” it is likely to remain more at the fringes of American political culture.214 
Technological Millenarians
In many ways millenarian belief structures can arise out of the tension created by 
new social norms such as the case with survivalists and Euro-American millennial 
nativism. Such a widespread frustration within a society or culture can result in the 
development of a Revitalization Movements (see Chapter One and Wallace, 1956) These 
Revitalization Movements can take different forms such as fundamentalism or a “back to 
basics” approach. However, if a critical mass of society’s underlying assumptions is 
successfully challenged, then sectarian groups and new religions may develop. These 
Revitalization Movements often incorporate millenarian motifs. They believe that a new 
and more perfect age that breaks with the past is about to begin (imminence). There is 
also a belief that the movement is divinely ordained and involved in the literal creation of
213 “The Cultural Foundations...”
214 Rage on the Right. .. 145
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heaven on Earth (chosen people) and they will be exalted by the new order while their 
opposition is destroyed.215 
The Eugenics Movement
English scientist Francis Galton coined the word “eugenics” in 1883. He defined 
the term as science improving the “racial stock” by giving “the more suitable races or 
strains of blood a better chance of prevailing over the less suitable.”216 However eugenics 
notions had existed in the United States as far back as 1863 when Horace Bushnell (a 
religious author) made references to hereditary in his best selling novel, Christian 
Nurture, of the same year. Eugenic theory and practice was also going on in John 
Humphrey Noye’s “Perfectionist” commune in Oneida.217 By the turn of the century 
eugenics had come into the realm of professional and popular science. In 1903 the 
American Breeders Association formed. By the 1920s, it had formed committees and 
began to implement its policy aims as well as attracting many notable American scientists 
as members.218
In 1921 the American Eugenics Society (AES) was formed. It grew rapidly as it 
attempted to spread the movement’s message across the nation and the world. The largest 
subcommittee that the AES ever convened was the Committee for Cooperation with 
Clergymen. This committee was designed to allow liberal ministers who were willing to 
accommodate their faith to new scientific discoveries to act as voices for the eugenics
215 John M. Bozeman, “Technological Millenarianism in the United States” from Thomas Robbins and 
Susan J Palmer. Millennium. Messiahs, and Mavhem (New York: Routledge, 1997), 139-140.
216 John M. Bozeman, “Eugenics and the Clergy in the Early Twentieth Century United States” Journal of 
American Culture. 27, 4 (2003) 422-431.
217 Ibid.
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movement. The eugenicists valued the clergy because of their social authority and there 
supposed ability to sire superior young. They hoped that the ministers and Rabbis 
“.. .would become mouthpieces of a new, scientific gospel shorn of superstition, and help 
their congregations move from the worship of a personal, loving, small, and jealous God 
to the veneration of a vast, impersonal Reason and all-pervasive intelligence of which 
everything is a part.”219 For the ministers and Rabbis, eugenics offered a way to bring 
God’s kingdom to fruition on Earth.220 Hence, a supposedly rational and scientific system 
took on the role of a religious belief in sponsoring political action. They now had a cause 
to pursue, but the revelation was by science rather than God. Science not only challenged 
religion’s precepts, it also offered an alternative system of meaning. It was under this 
banner of scientific religion that this version of the chosen people would pursue their 
millennial goals.
The AES and other similar movements would create the world in their image, by 
their own hands. This world was not the utopia they envisioned. In 1907 Indiana passed 
the first involuntary sterilization law as surgical sterilization became relatively safe and 
practical. “Armed now with a measure of scientific respectability and a tolerably safe 
surgical technique, the eugenicists were now ready to make war on the causes of racial 
degradation.”221 In the U.S. between 60,000 and 70,000 eugenic sterilizations were 
carried out between 1907 and 1973. “Many were done without the consent of the patient, 
and some with varying degrees of coercion.”222 It is not only the cruelty of the policies
219 Ibid.
220 Ib id
221 “Secularization o f the Millennium...”, 142.
222 Ibid. .144.
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themselves that are a serious issue, but the principles underlying them as well. These 
principles are formed from the central precept that character-including morality and 
intelligence-are inherited. This means that character is genetically fixed and impervious 
to education, character is a property of groups rather than individuals-families and races, 
and the only way to strengthen the race is by controlling reproduction. Political elites 
used this as justification for policies that controlled the reproduction of “undesirable” 
groups. The term “defective” also came to be applied to any behavior deemed aberrant, 
not just criminality, particularly prostitution, but to proclivity to drink, gamble, and even 
poverty or being unclean. “Cries of Race Suicide, a term popularized by Theodore 
Roosevelt (and coined by his advisor, the Sociologist Edward A. Ross), helped gamer 
popular support, for immigration restrictions, marriage restrictions, and sterilization 
laws.”223
Movements such as the eugenics movement are quite similar to western European 
Christendom’s response to the Enlightenment and the growing role of science in 17th 
Century Europe. They too tried to incorporate some of the new scientific truths into their 
belief structures.224 This is also quite similar to the incorporation of nuclear war, 
environmental collapse and societal breakdown that replaced the literal war with Satan in 
the belief structures of the militias and others on the far right. In fact, Christian 
fundamentalists and new religions such as Scientology, the New Age Movement, psychic 
and UFO worshipping groups all offer their own interpretations of the meaning of 
scientific progress and similar concepts. However there is more than the search for 
abstract knowledge that often inspires scientific and technological movements. In many
223 Howard Horwitz, “Always With Us” American Literary History. 10,2, (summer 1998), 317-334.
224 “Secularizing the Millennium...” 140.
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cases the investigators are working under a “secularized faith” with convictions that are 
right on the periphery of millennialism and once underway the . .efforts may generate 
and/or ride an unacknowledged tide of public sentiment to unforeseen conclusions.”225 
Technological millenarians such as eugenicists do not have the option of relying on a 
divine agency to inaugurate the millennium. In their millennial conceptions they are most 
likely to foresee an active role for themselves in the creation of the new order. As such 
they have a greater potential then religiously inspired beliefs to exhibit political activism. 
They are less likely to be a passive movement focused on their own community.
Earth First!
Millenarian beliefs foresee an imminent end of history with a new and more 
perfect world rising out of the ashes of the old. Therefore, such movements often arise 
out of groups that are poor and oppressed, but they can also develop in “post-political” 
states where individuals believe that they have no effective voice in their governance and 
some are searching for a new political identity. Often millennial beliefs provide the new 
source of meaning and identity, such as is the case with Earth First!. Earth First! began 
in April 1990 when five conservationists spent a week hiking in a Mexican desert. Each 
of the men had worked within the mainstream environmentalist community for 
organizations such as the Sierra Club and the Wilderness Society but had become 
convinced that the earth was facing an impending environmental crisis and traditional 
political action could not save it. For the founders of Earth First!, recent government 
legislation that reduced the reserved American wilderness by 50% was evidence that the 
government was corrupted by big business and corporate interests. They remained
225 Ibid. 141.
226 “Environmental Apocalypse...”, 120-121.
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patriotic but believed that the government was in moral decline.227 They brought together 
like-minded individuals to develop the details of their movement’s ethos and beliefs at 
what came to be known as the Round River Rendezvous. They attempted to avoid a 
hierarchical structure (though Dave Foreman became the de-facto leader) and developed 
their doctrinal structure.
They incorporated elements of “Deep Ecology” that posited that humans are not 
the most important species on the planet and they should protect all species on the planet. 
Many in the original Earth First! took this idea even further. They stated that all life on 
the planet was intrinsically equal and had an equal right to life. “Earth First! transplanted 
these ideas from the realm of philosophical speculation to the realm of political action, 
adding to them the urgency of a belief in an imminent apocalypse.” It is this millennial 
transformation that motivated their development and strategies.228 Within their original 
doctrine they were awaiting the imminent apocalypse of industrial society’s self - 
destruction; they would prepare the world for this apocalypse by protecting the remaining 
wilderness. The coming apocalypse would bring about the final stage of human history 
where balance will be achieved between other species and humanity. Wilderness would 
reappear and humans would live in harmony with nature.229
Earth First! incorporates elements of Catastrophic Premillennialism, but there is a 
more useful distinction than premillerinialist and postmillennialist in regards to Earth 
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are only interested in the conditions leading up to the apocalypse, which is their, vision of 
the final destruction of the corrupt current order. They do not necessarily view a future 
for any chosen few or indeed anyone at all. They may, however, have a particular view 
of their role in bringing about the final events. They may view their role as bringing on 
the apocalypse through their own actions. The importance of their particular group is its 
role in the end of history not its transformation or preparation for the new world. 
Millenarian groups and religious millenarians in particular are interested in the 
transformation of the social group while apocalyptics are focused on the “imminence and 
meaning of the apocalyptic event.”230 While apocalyptic movements do not have the 
same potential for mobilization of a political group, they do have the potential to “pose a 
significant threat to the social order.”231 It is a central argument of this work that secular 
millenarian groups are in fact more predisposed to see their role as active agents in 
bringing the new world to being. As such they are more likely to become involved in 
violent confrontation with the authorities then a religious group.
Earth First! ’s activism raised the level of confrontation between the mainstream 
environmental movement and its counter movement (economic liberalism), the . 
corporations and the state. “Radical environmentalists [such as Earth First!] condemned 
the resourcist consciousness and corporate-consumerist culture displayed by mainstream 
organizations.”232 Earth First! activists rejected the mainstream’s resource mobilization 
approach in favor of non-violent civil disobedience, strategic property destruction, and
230 Earth First!.... 18-19.
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other forms of direct action. Earth First !ers advocated “no compromise for mother 
Earth.” Earth First !ers also believed that they were among the most important 
generation to ever inhabit the Earth because they understood the importance of protecting 
wilderness and had a special role in the resolution of the impending environmental crisis. 
In their manifesto they stated that any action to protect wilderness was good while any 
action that harmed it was bad. Moreover, “political compromise had no place in defense 
of the Earth.”234 In addition their “monkey wrenching” activities, which targeted 
resource exploitation activities were not only seen as practical attacks to protected natural 
areas, but as a symbol of their “apocalyptic battle against the military industrial state. It 
was not just a political tactic; it was also a religious act that required using the tools of the 
devil against the devil.”235 This is very much like the militias using the tools of the 
government, particularly the courts, as a mechanism to fight the government. The 
government itself was seen as useless in trying to restore the world’s biodiversity because 
they were biased towards the system of corporations and large government agencies that 
were threatening the environment. In the minds of Earth Firstlers, the government was an 
ally of the evil that was destroying the Earth and was working against the public good. 
Moreover, the government denied the immediacy of the environmental collapse.
However, between 1989 and 1990 the group fragmented and developed into two 
separate groups that were linked by the belief in an imminent catastrophic environmental
233 Ibid.
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collapse but were divided on its implications.237 The founders insisted that all that was 
required to become a member was a belief that the Earth must come first when making 
decisions. Due to this precept many different types of individuals were allowed to join 
including animal rights vegetarians, wilderness guides, eco-terrorists and followers of 
Gandhi. Original members adhered to both a belief in biocentrism and biocentric equality 
and the assumption of biocentric equality caused problems for two reasons. First of all it 
denied humans any special role in the planets evolution. Due to the tension, the first 
generation Earth First !ers transformed its millennial ideology into an apocalyptic system. 
“They still believed that they had a critical role in bringing about the appropriate 
conditions for the apocalypse to occur, but they no longer believed that they, or any 
human beings, would necessarily be part of the new millennium.”238 The assumption 
that biocentric equality as a cornerstone of the movement also became a problem as they 
came to number in the thousands. In a short time a majority of the membership came to 
conceptualize the movement as a social justice movement as well as an environmental 
movement, which believed that human nature could be changed to appreciate the natural 
environment. They still believed the apocalypse was imminent but believed if enough 
people could be warned and resultantly change their lifestyles then its effects could be 
mitigated. This faction came to dominate the movement and the biocentrists, including 
Dave Foreman gradually withdrew.239 Thus, Earth First! transformed into a group 
focused on social justice and humanism along with their environmentalism.
237 Earth First!.... 128.
238 “Environmental Apocalypse...”, 129.
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By September 22,1990 the original Earth First! movement ceased to exist. In ten 
years it had grown from a small millenarian movement to a movement with apocalyptic 
and millenarian factions. The tensions between the factions destroyed the original 
movement. “The protection of wilderness for its own sake is a fundamentally different 
goal than the transformation of the human political community and its relationship to the 
environment.”240 To believe that your generation is the most important in human history 
and responsible for the salvation of the planet’s biodiversity is a difficult proposition to 
retain in the face of an unchanging world. It is difficult (to say the least) to remake the 
world according to your beliefs and this makes millennial systems inherently unstable. In 
the case of Earth First! the instability led to the group fracturing into millenarian and 
apocalyptic factions. One group reinterpreted the original vision and continued to prepare 
for the millennium while the other group prepared for the apocalypse'and the fall of 
industrial society. Due to the different views of humanity and human nature displayed by 
both groups the movement fractured. The social justice faction that returned to the 
group’s original millennialism saw a future where humans could live in balance with 
nature. On the other hand, those that became apocalyptic in their views focused on 
preserving as much wilderness as possible while awaiting the fall of society. It is only 
when this fall of society has occurred-with or without the continuation of the human 
species-that the planet’s biodiversity will be restored.241 
The Secular Millennium: Some Conclusions
This chapter has examined several American millennial groups in order to 
illustrate that secular groups are more likely to engage in confrontation with civil
240 Earth First.... 140.
241 Environmental Apocalypse. ..”,133.
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authorities particularly if their beliefs are confirmed by misguided actions on the part of 
those authorities. As discussed in Chapter 1, it was the government’s confirmations of 
prophecy and misunderstanding of the Branch Davidians’ belief structures that largely 
contributed to the tragedy. Similarly, government actions at Ruby Ridge acted as a 
confirmation of a certain group of Americans’ belief that the government had become an 
agent of evil. In this case government mistakes led to the development of a larger loosely 
associated millennial movement across the country. However, the often-violent political 
activism of secular groups is also due to the secular nature of such systems of meaning. 
They are the agents of the millennium while the community building function is 
suppressed by such movement’s apocalypticism. They do not have the option of relying 
on divine intervention. Moreover, if a group develops an apocalyptic understanding that 
posits that human beings do not have a central role in the development of the millennium 
and the unfolding of history-such as among the original Earth First !ers-they may feel 
justified in taking any action to promote their visions of the future. Such individuals 
. .are capable of wreaking significant havoc on the human civilization in which they 
live.”242
242 Environmental Apocalypse.... 133.
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Chapter 4: Violence and Millennialism in the United States 
The Seed of Violence: Religion or Rationality
This chapter analyzes the potential for political violence when a socially 
functional mechanism leads to a socially destructive outcome (from mass suicide to 
totalitarian regimes.) This study has laid out the various theoretical approaches to the 
topic and it has undertaken an indepth review of several major North American case 
studies. One hypothesis of this study is that a millenarian movement requires a catalytic 
event in order to become destructive. A second hypothesis is that secular groups are more 
prone to violent expression than religious groups. By expanding one’s view beyond the 
U.S. one may discern more evidence for the latter assertion. For example, Nazi Germany 
and the Soviet Union were secular, had distinctly millennial elements, and exhibited a 
high level of social pathology and violence.
This paper does not evaluate the truth of religious or secular millenarian claims 
and does not identify anyone or their beliefs as crazy. For this paper, however, a social 
pathology is defined as a mechanism that is supposed to benefit the majority of a given 
societal group but which has a predictable outcome of damaging that society. An 
example of this would be the stockpiling of weapons and isolation that was supposed to 
ensure that the Branch Davidians survived their vision of the impending Armageddon. 
However, the stockpile drew the attention of the authorities and contributed to the death 
of nearly the entire membership. Therefore, this paper argues that to engage in actions 
that harm the group is not irrational in that the members have what they view as perfectly 
rational reasons for their behaviours, even if the source of their reasoning is often 
inaccessible to non-members.
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Millenarianism only appears rational to those that can understand it on its own 
terms, but this does not mean millennial belief systems are inherently irrational. By 
assuming the rationality of the members, one can discern patterns or the impact on 
external world and likely reactions that were unanticipated and perhaps determine what 
factors lead a group to become politically active or violent. If one starts with the position 
that a group’s actions are inherently irrational, any attempt at meaningful analysis would 
be useless as an irrational actor is unpredictable. Additionally, the truth or untruth of any 
metaphysical belief system is ultimately untestable and, outside the purview of the social 
sciences. When we distance ourselves from members of a group by treating them as 
“simple brainwashed cultists” who have nothing in common with ordinary people like 
ourselves, we turn them into complete “others”. In fact, the members of such non- 
conventional groups are ordinary people who sincerely believe in their movement and 
often interpret their beliefs according to mainstream scriptures. 243 It is also important to 
note that millennial beliefs are drawn from the same Judeo-Christian sources that 
provided a basis for the development of the United States and other western countries in 
the first place. Treating such groups as wholly separate from ourselves can result in 
broader society and the authorities marginalizing these groups and eventually result in a 
tragedy such as occurred at Waco. Authorities must realize that these groups need to be 
understood as they understand themselves, or they risk engaging in a deviance 
amplification spiral that actually make things worse.
For Flanagan, political movements such as millenarian groups are “...oriented 
around visions of a monistic future society...” and he agrees with Cohn that
243 Catherine Wessinger, How the Millennium Comes Violently accessed at http://jonestown.sdsu.edu 
(July 7,2005)
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totalitarianism in the form of communism and National Socialism very closely resembled 
the revolutionary millenarianism of medieval Christendom. However, Flanagan 
maintains that totalitarian ideologies posit man as the central actor in bringing about the 
paradise on earth, while religious millenarians see it as the work of God. This results in 
political passivity such as that found in the cases of the Jehovah’s Witnesses and the 
Seventh Day Adventists who wait for the second coming of Christ before inaugurating 
their vision of the millennium. Nonetheless, Flanagan admits that while it is rare for 
religious millenarian groups to resort to political activism, it does happen. He identifies a 
worthwhile project for comparative research would be a “...study of the conditions under 
which religious millenarianism becomes politically activist.”244 This study proposes to go 
one step further and study the conditions for violence in any type of millenarian group 
and compare religious and secular responses to societal stress. Flanagan argues that 
violence can spring up in any type of millenarian group and further states that violence 
often happens when there is a “dialectic of threat and counterthreat between millenarian 
believers and the state, which at some point breaks out in violence”. He goes on to 
discuss the Riel Rebellion as one such instance as government miscalculation escalated 
into violence.245 In the context of North America, this study will also determine if either 
political pressure by the state or economic privation is a good predictor for the outbreak 
of millennial violence and whether one shows a stronger relationship to the outbreak of 
violence.
244Thomas Flanagan, “The Politics o f the Millennium” in Millennialism and Violence. Michael 
Barkun ed. (London: Frank Cass Publishing, 1996), 168-169.
245Ibid. 169.
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Methodology
This chapter presents a correlational study of socio-economic political conditions 
such as economic privation and government oppression with the outbreak of group 
violence. It also compares the central tendencies of both groups in regards to their 
potential for violence. The data used is collected from case studies carried out on various 
groups. This data is some ways limited, but its dimensions are discrete enough to provide 
for meaningful analysis. Moreover, to date there has been no work that attempts to find 
out if the experience and orientations of violently active millenialists are quantitatively 
different from that of millenialists who do not resort to activism and violence, so there is 
no pre-existing database or measure to use. This study applies quantitative methods to 
what remains, in essence, a qualitative study that seeks to reveal the relationship of 
political violence to radical ideology. It develops a new theoretical perspective on the 
outbreak of violence among millenarian groups while it tests the validity of the 
assumption that all millenarian groups, religious and secular, have the seeds of violent 
protest within. This study also determines if there is any quantifiable difference between 
secular and religious millenarians with regards to their potential to spawn violent political 
expression.
The objects of study are millenarian groups; the independent variables to be tested 
are whether catalytic events or stresses such as economic collapse or government action 
precede violence initiated by the group. A control is whether a group is religious or 
secular as defined by this paper. The dependent variable is an outbreak of political 
violence, defined as extreme political activism with violence directed either inwardly or 
outwardly. The case studies should indicate if there is a correlation between political
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
violence and societal stress in regards to millenarian belief systems. Moreover, this study 
will determine if a millenarian group’s orientation (whether it is secular or religious) 
results in any quantifiable difference in regards to how a group reacts to stress and its 
potential to spawn violent expression. Which is a better predictor of whether a group 
becomes violent or not? Some scholars have posited that it is the material conditions 
(absolute privation, relative privation, or disaster) that spawn violence. Others posit it is 
the relationship of the millennial group to the broader community that is the essential 
factor of whether or not a group resorts to violent political expression. This paper posits 
that in the North American context the group’s orientation (religious or secular) is a 
stronger predictor of violence than the socio-economic factors that contribute to the initial 
development of millenarianism. This study examines these propositions.
As discussed above, millenarian groups are those that believe the world is about 
to undergo a dramatic shift and bring about a perfected historical order.246 The 
realization of the millennium is ultimate, imminent, collective, this-worldly, and total. 
There is usually a prophet or messianic charismatic leader, though not always. There is 
also a belief in a past golden age that has been lost due to the chosen people failing to 
live up to their obligations or through the actions of unseen cabals. The millennium also 
will end the dualist world and bring in a monistic order. The groups can be passive or 
active, though such a distinction can be problematic.
This paper uses the data to determine whether religious and secular millenarian 
ideologies are quantifiably different in regards to their potential to spawn violent political 
expression. The groups that will be analyzed are quite varied in scope, impact and
246Martha F. Lee, Violence and the Environment: The Case of Earth First! from Millennialism and 
Violence. Michael Barkun ed. (Great Britain: Frank Cass & Co. Ltd., 1996)
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membership and include radical movements such as Heaven’s Gate and the Branch 
Davidians as well as contemporary Catholic and protestant millenarian groups in North 
America. Another general type of group are secular political groups such as Earth First! 
and the militia movement. It has been noted above that such groups are at least quasi­
religious, but for the purposes of this paper the distinction will be based mainly on the 
vehicle for the pursuit of the millennium; in the case of the militias or Earth First! it is by 
the direct actions of the believers. The analysis focuses on U.S. millenarian groups from 
the late 19th to the late 20th century. This time period was chosen because it was during 
this era that rationally based belief systems coexisted with religious ones. Prior to this era 
religion was far more predominant, and there would be few secular millenarian groups to 
compare with religious millenarian groups. In addition, this era saw the rapid 
transformation of American society, which spawned religious and secular reactionaries. It 
focuses on the United States because the millennialism of its political culture remains 
close to the surface, and because it is the last superpower. Understanding its political 
culture is important. Moreover, there exists a fairly extensive body of knowledge and 
case studies in this area.
The case studies here were chosen because they are representative of how 
millennialism has manifested itself within the North American political culture. For 
example there are many radical environmental groups that have a similar millennial 
understanding of the environment as Earth First! such as the Animal Liberation Front, 
and Greenpeace, among others. After reviewing the literature on such groups it was 
determined that Earth First! was a good example of such groups to use and was 
representative of many of the core convictions of such groups that can spawn violence. In
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addition, the other environmental movements are part of international organizations, 
while Earth First! was American. This work relies on the interpretations of several of the 
main authors in this field including, but not limited to, Michael Barkun, Catherine 
Wessinger, Martha Lee, Thomas Flanagan, Phillip Lamy, and John Bozeman among 
others. However, ultimately this author is responsible for reviewing the literature and 
applying the research methodology developed in this study to the various groups in the 
study. Above all the emphasis was on how the groups understood themselves and their 
situation. Fortunately, this was usually covered in the case studies available. This study 
then used the methodology to try to interpret any patterns that could be quantitatively 
tested.
The statistics, strictly speaking, require a random sample. The sample in this 
study was drawn from the case studies available. Perhaps only those cases that were 
dramatic enough to warrant attention by exhibiting violence or some other political 
extreme were reviewed. Thus, this is not a random sample. However, the evidence can be 
seen as suggestive: of the case studies done, the most violent examples were the secular 
groups. Looking beyond the United States, there is more support for this assertion. 
Though beyond the scope of this work, the Nazis and the Soviets were millennial, 
secular, rational, and exhibited a high degree of social pathology and violence. Therefore, 
the methodology developed in this paper should be applied to millennial groups in 
general to determine if the pattern discovered holds beyond the groups in the study.
This paper hypothesizes that in order for a millenarian group to become politically 
violent there must be a catalytic event that occurs immediately before the outbreak of 
violence. Therefore, the outbreak and event are temporally correlated in order for the
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hypothesis to hold. This paper also determines whether violent millenarian groups 
experience quantitatively different political realities than those that retain their socially 
functional qualities. The independent variables are the presence of socio-economic or 
political upheaval, which contains two dimensions that will each be statistically analyzed 
against the outbreak of group political activism and violence, the dependent variable, to 
determine if either appears to be a better predictor of political violence. Wa group is 
religious or secular will be treated as a control variable. Thus, the three dimensions that 
will be tested are: political instability defined as government or community confrontation 
with the millennial community, with violence both actual and feared; economic stress 
which affects members’ abilities to provide for their basic subsistence; and whether a 
group is religious or secular as defined by this paper. The first two operationalizations 
should relate to one another as economic stress could lead to political instability and 
violence, which could invoke an oppressive response from the state. While the 
hypothesis states that these dimensions should produce a violent response with secular 
movements more prone to violence, another interesting question would be whether one 
factor or another would be more important in prompting violent responses, and this is 
also tested.
The first dimension of this study is Political Confrontation. While it is true that 
such confrontation could be seen as due legal process, what is important for this study is 
how such action is perceived by the group. Political Confrontation will be measured on a 
four point ordinal scale going from 1 to 4, representing increased levels of real or 
perceived political oppression. Relatively stable will be coded as 1. This period should 
have no significant political disruption with a relatively static status-quo type of situation
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with the group vis-a-vis the state. Increased political pressure will be coded as 2 and is 
defined as a period of increased political confrontation including increased state 
surveillance and investigations. Overt action against the group will be coded as 3 and is 
defined as a period in which the state is in direct confrontation with the group with 
arrests, seizure of assets, and other actions by the state. Severe group oppression is coded 
4 and represents severe government oppression of the group such as occurred at Waco. It 
is not an objective of this study to determine if state action was justified or appropriate. 
From the review of the literature, this dimension of socio-political violence authored by 
the state or other dominant political group can be a major factor in increasing millennial 
fervor among believers, which can culminate in violence through a deviance 
amplification spiral. This study may shed some light on how government agencies can 
deal with such groups without providing any kind of confirmation of prophecy. As the 
perception of the group is as important as the reality of the situation, this study must also 
analyze how the group conceptualized their circumstances because their interpretation of 
reality may not reflect the actual state of affairs. Fortunately, most of the case studies 
used here address how the groups perceived their relationship to the state.
The second dimension is Economic Stress. This will also be measured on an 
ordinal scale that shows an increasing level of economic stress. As with the other 
dimension the critical period is the immediate year prior to the outbreak of group 
violence. A stable economic situation will be coded as 1. A situation in which economic 
hardship has increased will be called economic instability and is defined as a decreased 
quality of life relative to other groups (relative deprivation), loss of access to previously 
available goods and a general decrease in the availability and quality of food. This shall
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be coded as two. Severe economic stress will be called Severe Instability and is defined 
as a complete systemic economic breakdown with wide unemployment, shortage of food 
and general threat to even the most basic subsistence levels (absolute deprivation). (Table 
1&2 here)
The dependent variable is the actual outbreak of political activism and violence by 
group membership. At this point, this study makes no delineation between what could be 
considered justified and what is not. The dependent variable is labelled Political 
Activism and will also be measured on an ordinal scale going from one to three with any 
cases that are undefinable excluded. If there is a static level of political activity with no 
discemable difference, this situation will be coded as 1 and called no increase in activism. 
An increased level of activism will be coded as 2, and defined as increased proselytizing, 
increased political activity, protests, and a general increase in group visibility. Outright 
violence and subversion including direct conflicts with the state, mass suicide and 
terrorist actions will be labelled as extreme political activism and coded as three.
The two ordinal independent variables, Political Confrontation and Economic 
Stress will be compared with the level of political activism engaged in by the millenarian 
groups. The central tendencies (medians) of the outbreak of violence for each group are 
compared and each group’s experiences with the authorities to determine if there is a 
difference in regards to each group’s propensity for violence. The Tau C statistic should 
indicate the strength of the relationships between economic stress and violence and 
between political confrontation and violence. According to the hypothesis the 
relationship between economic privation, political oppression, and political violence 
should be statistically significant and show a strong positive relationship. Moreover,
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secular groups should show a greater potential for violence because secular systems are 
more likely to posit an active role for the believers in bringing about the millennium. 
Results
First, there is no evidence that either economic hardship or government 
confrontation is a significant factor in regards to a millenarians group’s potential for 
violence; neither is a good predictor of a millennial group resorting to violence within the 
context of this study.
Table 4
Violence by Economic Stress Cross tabulation
Economic Stress
1.00 2.00 3.00 Total
Violence 1.00 3 2 0 5
33.3% 22.2% 0.0% 25%
2.00 2 0 1 3
22.2% 0.0% 50% 15%
3.00 4 7 1 12
Total 44.4% 77.8% 50.0% 60%
9 9 2 20
100% 100% 100% 100%
% 45% 45% 10% 100%
Pearson’s Chi square=4.944 , df=6 ,p=.293 ,Tau C=.180; Sig.=.266 
No significant relationship.
Table 5





1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 Total
2 1 2 0 5
40.0% 33.3% 20.0% 0.0% 25%
2 0 0 1 3
40.0% 0.0% 0.0% 50.0% 15.0%
1 2 8 1 12
20.0% 66.7% 80.0% 50.0% 60.0%
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Total 5 3 10 2 20
100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Pearson’s Chi square=8.856 , df=6 ,p=. 182 ,TauC=.270, Sig.=.091 
As expected Tau C is positive, but not significant though it is close.
Therefore, the premise that a catalytic event such as an economic collapse or government 
oppression is required for a millennial group to resort to violence must is not significant. 
Second, according to the Tau C statistic there is a relationship between government 
confrontation and a group’s potential to spawn violent political expression. It is 
statistically significant, but weak. From a qualitative review of these case studies it seems 
that, in the North American context, government confrontation with a group such as the 
Branch Davidians or the Weaver family can result in an increased potential for violence 
according to the deviance amplification paradigm. Among religious groups the 
relationship between government confrontation and political activism is significant, but 
weak. Among secular groups there is no significant relationship between government 
confrontation and violent political expression.
The data suggests that during the last 150 years secular millennial groups in the 
United States do resort to violence more often than religious millennial groups. (Table 3 
here) 41.6% of the religious groups resorted to violent political expression, while 87.5% 
of the secular groups resorted to violence. It is also true that secular groups seemed to 
face a higher incidence of government intervention, but it can be argued that this was 
simply necessary law enforcement activity. Secular millennial groups, as examined in 
this study, exhibit a greater potential for violence. (Table 1&2 here) Moreover, the 
median level of political activism was 2 or an increased level of activism that did not 
become violence. The median for secular groups was 3 or extreme political activism
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including terrorism, murders, etc. Thus, secular millennial groups in the United States 
during the last century and a half have a greater tendency to exhibit violent political 
expression than do religious ones.
Conclusion
When controlling for Orientation Chi square says neither political confrontation 
nor economic stress exhibit a significant relationship. Tau C says political confrontation 
and political activism have a relationship for religious groups resorting to violence. 
However, the finding is not significant, but there is a small number of cases. When 
controlling for orientation, there is no significant relationship between economic stress 
and activism.
There are some who would argue with this work’s division of the religious and 
the secular given the difficulties in designing mutually exclusive categories in any form 
of politics and particularly for millennialism. Nevertheless, the division delineates 
between the groups according to standards that they would apply to themselves. For 
example, the eugenicists conceptualized themselves as interpreting science to free 
humanity from religion and superstition. They would not conceptualize their beliefs as a 
religion. Similarly, the original Earth First! ers believed that their revelations came from a 
scientific rational basis and they would not define their beliefs as a religion either. On the 
other hand, the Nation of Islam believed in particular interpretations of religious text and 
biblically and q’uranically inspired prophecy while the Mormons also followed a 
biblically inspired tradition. These groups would refer to themselves as religious. What is 
important is how such groups view themselves. If one wishes to understand a movement 
then one must understand it on its own terms. Moreover, this work challenges the notion
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that putative rational systems of meaning are very different from putative superstition. 
Within any belief system there is a potential for social disruption, and violence when the 
followers become so convinced that they are right that they have not only the right but 
also the duty to remake the world in their image.
Millenarian inspired monism can quickly develop into totalitarianism whether 
inspired by religion or post-enlightenment “rationality”. When the beliefs are inspired by 
religion, as is the case in religious millennialism, a believer can see himself or herself in a 
passive or active role. Thus the community defining aspect of millennial belief is 
emphasized. When the belief system is secular it is of this world, the primary actors will 
be of this world. In secular millennial beliefs the primary actor is the believer not a divine 
agency. The goal is the end of the world, as we know it, which must be a destructive 
process. For the secular believers, they are more likely to set out to destroy the world 
themselves or at least “to get the ball rolling”.
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Table 1; Religious Groups
Group
The Mormons 
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Table 2 Secular Groups
Ind. Dep.
Group Political Economic Political
Confrontation Stress Activism
Neo-Nazis 3 2 3
Aryan Nation 3 2 3
Heaven’s Gate 2 1 3
Militia Movement 3 2 3
Earth First! 3 1 3
Technological Millenarians 1 1 2
Ku Klux Klan 3 2 3
American Eugenics Society 1 1 3
Medians 3 1.5 3
Table 3




% Facing Political Confrontation 58.4% 62.5%
% Facing Economic Deprivation 58.4% 50.0% .48
% Facing Severe Economic Deprivation 16.7% 0 —
% With Violent Activism 41.7% 87.5% .08
n 12 8
♦Statistic significance based on Chi Square
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
The Faith of Rationality and the Rationality of Religion
As discussed above the literature suggests two distinct approaches to millennial 
systems: one views them as a socially valuable mechanism, and the other, as social 
pathologies. This study has taken the approach that there is truth to both assessments and 
brought both lines of scholarship together. It then used the methodology developed in the 
first chapter to focus on American millennial groups of the last 150 years to determine 
what patterns may exist. This paper has examined the main theories on millenarianism 
and political expression in the North American context by using various case studies on 
the political expression of various American millennialist groups. Through qualitative 
and quantitative analysis this study has illustrated the predilection of secular American 
millennial groups to cause significant social disruption. Studies of millenarian groups 
generally suggest that societal stress such as government confrontation or socio-economic 
factors are major components in the creation of millenarian movements. This study, 
however, has not been able to draw the conclusion that these same factors have caused 
such movements to resort to violent political expression in the United States.
Politics and religion can be hard to distinguish. Millenarianism illustrates their 
connection and the tension between them. Politics is about the development and 
maintenance of the community as well as the balancing the interests of various groups. It 
is also about access to resources.247 Politics, like religion, is also a system of meaning that 
provides answers in a world that does not readily provide easy answers. While religion 
and politics share some characteristics, in regards to millennial belief structures, the
247 Thomas Flanagan, “The Politics of the Millennium” in Millennialism and Violence. Michael Barkun, ed. 
(London: Frank Cass Publishing, 1996), 166.
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tensions can lead to significant social disruption both for the group itself and the 
community at large. We live in a pluralistic world. States contain many different groups 
whose interests must be compromised in order to preserve stability and functionality. In 
fact, in the North American context structures and rules (such as American Bill of Rights) 
have been designed to protect minority groups. Millenarian beliefs, however, reject the 
pluralistic nature of modem communities.
Millenialists conceptualize the word in terms of dualism or an “us against them” 
view of society. They reject the pluralism of the modem world and envision a monistic 
future where there are no more political conflicts; instead there is an end to history. It is 
from this monistic worldview that the potential for totalitarianism and authoritarianism is 
derived.248 For millennial groups the political compromise necessary for societies to 
function is anathema, because other groups in society are either in league with evil or 
under its spell. There is no room for non-believers in the Promised Land, in any event, 
and they will be destroyed in the cataclysm. However, there are differences in how 
believers conceptualize their role in bringing about the new millennium.
Premillennialists work to bring about the millennium through their own actions 
while post millenialists wait for the millennium to occur through divine intervention or 
some great disaster. The former are concerned with preparing the way while the latter is 
concerned with preparing the community itself. Millenarian doctrines serve a powerful 
function in promoting group cohesion but religious groups are more prone to remain 
politically passive while secular groups are more likely to find a premillenialist role for 
themselves. Moreover, secular systems are more prone to apocalypticism. These systems 
are more susceptible to a progressive premillenialism, which leads them to try to force a
248 Ibid. 167.
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pluralistic community into a monistic mold. Religious millenarians are often protesting 
new social norms and values while attempting to remind their believers of the power of 
their beliefs, and can conceptualize the millennium in figurative terms.249 This is 
something that is far more difficult for secular systems to do because their beliefs are 
derived from what they conceptualize as literal rational truth exposed through their own 
reason.
As discussed above, millenarianism is also a part of American political culture, 
from the Puritans to today. In many North American millenarian ideologies, America is 
viewed as an example to the world and a manifestation of God’s kingdom on Earth. 
America is the new Eden and the American is the new Adam. These themes are not 
relegated to the past however, and still have weight today. The Mormons incorporated 
many of these elements into their ideology and developed into a socially functional 
community that has firmly grasped a place in the American mainstream. On the other 
hand, survivalists and the militias have incorporated elements of the American belief 
system into a socially destructive movement that seeks only the destruction and downfall 
of the current order.
Authorities must use caution when dealing with millennial groups. They do not 
want confirm a group’s beliefs, but they must also prevent a group from quietly 
developing into a threat. It is a fine line that authorities must tread. Two government 
miscalculations and tragedies —Waco and Ruby Ridge—led to the development of many 
more millennial and apocalyptic groups that increased the level of threat to the broader
249Michael Pugliese, Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Sciences. July 1998.
250 M. Darrol Bryant & Donald W. Dayton, ed, The Coming Kingdom: Essavs in American Millennialism 
& Eschatoloev. (New York: Rose of Sharon Press, 1983), 150-152.
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political community. These events also contributed to the horrendous crime in 
Oklahoma. Millennialism within a religious context can have the paradoxical effect of 
bringing an isolated community more in line with the mainstream as in the case the 
Nation and the Mormons. Secular movements are more prone to rejecting society as is 
the case with survivalists and militia members. The greatest stabilizing factor for a 
movement is members’ gaining a stake in broader society. The most definitive way to 
invoke a confrontation is to marginalize, dehumanize, and take away members’ belief in 
the value of political compromise.252 Secular millenarians often feel justified in taking 
any action that helps inaugurate the new world.253 Religious groups may believe that 
their political opponents are going to hell, but the secular try to send them there.
Secular millenarian movements incorporate religious elements into their belief 
system and conceptualize their actions as a divine mission. The order of things will be 
perfected and political competition and struggle will end. For a secular group such as the 
militia movement seemingly disparate elements have been fused into an odd combination 
of Euro-American Nativism, American mythic history, racist conspiracy theory and 
Christian eschatology. It is the movement away from a traditionally religious context that 
results in the threat of a group actively setting out to create the new world. The prime 
agents and actors are not of another world, but of this one. A believer therefore relies on 
earthly tools such as terrorism to actively engage in preparing the way.
251 Lane Crothers, “The Cultural Foundations of the Modem Militia Movement,” New Political Science. 24, 
2, 2002. 221-234
252 Catherine Wessinger, How the Millennium Comes Violently Draft: January 13, 1998. Available at 
http://jonestown.sdsu.edu/AboutJonestown/Articles/print_milleiuiium.htm (June 28, 2005)
253 Martha F. Lee, Earth First!: Environmental Apocalypse (New York: Syracuse University Press, 1995), 
133.
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A secular system incorporates a certain kind of rationality in its millennialism. 
Survivalists watch the news and see that the world is experiencing such serious problems 
as terrorism, war, famines and the like. However, the modem media focuses on dramatic 
events in order to maintain or gain an audience. As a result, the evening news and similar 
programs seem to report on ever increasing strife, which heightens tensions among the 
populace. If individuals also feel the effects of deprivation and recall a time before when 
their group was dominant, they may develop a millennial vision of the future. It is also 
reasonable to wish an end to the conflicts and wish that you had the power to intervene. 
The world is pluralistic and in reality strife among the human community ebbs and flows, 
while millenarians only see things getting worse and worse. Religious millenarians can 
rely on the hand of God, secular groups cannot. Both types of groups can develop 
socially pathological responses to what they conceive of as the growing evil in the world, 
but while a religious believer is divinely inspired, a secular believer sees himself or 
herself as purely rational actor behaving in a perfectly reasonable way. Moreover, 
anybody who does not see the world that way perceived as deluded or in league with evil.
Nativist millennial movements are often engaged in direct conflict with the civil 
authorities so the possibility of violent conflict is not unexpected. Moreover, in millennial 
systems and conspiracy thinking the civil authorities are the representatives of evil. 
Within the American context the government is often conceptualized as the primary 
enemy and an agent of an international conspiracy that threatens the “American” way of 
life. For survivalists and others on the extreme right it is the “New World Order” of 
which the government is an agent. The “New World Order” is a supposedly humanism 
inspired socialistic takeover of the world inspired by post-enlightenment rationality and
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was bome out of a period of social and political transformation of Europe.254 A similar 
period of social and political transformation in America led to the adoption of like 
themes. Earlier believers in this conspiracy also saw a special role for themselves in 
confronting the great conspiracy. However, the source of the resistance shifted from 
Britain to America.
Secular millenarianism in the North American context can be therefore considered 
a rejection of new social norms. Survivalists, the Militias, and others on the far right 
reject the development of institutions and laws that favour pluralism and suburban middle 
class values. Earth First! rejected a government that favoured, in its view, corporate 
America. It had moved away from a Jeffersonian model of self-contained small 
settlements surrounded by wilderness to the Hamiltonian model of an urbanized 
industnalized state. Eugenics was a variation on the rejection of new social norms 
theme in that the physical norms of humanity were rejected.256 They believed that they 
could fundamentally change the human condition through the careful application of 
science, with horrendous results.
All secular millennialists, like religious millennialists, foresee a fundamental 
transformation of humankind and society, but for the eugenics movement the focus was 
on a golden future that rejected the norms of the past. Both religious and secular 
millennial beliefs offer an escape from a world that believers see as degraded and
254 See for example, Lane Crothers, Rage on the Right: The American Militia Movement, from Rubv Ridee 
to Homeland Security. (New York: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers Inc.)
255 See for example; Martha F. Lee, “Environmental Apocalypse; The Millennial Ideology of “Earth First!”, 
from Thomas Robbins and Susan J. Palmer, Millennium. Messiahs, and Mavhem (New York: Routledge, 
1997).
256 John M. Bozeman, “Eugenics and the Clergy in the Early Twentieth Century United States” Journal of 
American Culture. 27, 4 (2003) 422-431.
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imperfect. This is also a potential source of authoritarianism as believers do whatever is 
necessary to bring about the transformation for the good of humanity. They also believe 
that history is predictable and the development of the human condition is predictable and 
knowable. They are responsible for the great transformation. There is power in this 
assertion, and these groups may find justification for actions that would seem 
reprehensible to those outside of the movement. The Nazis murdered millions of Jews, 
homosexuals, Catholics, Roma (Gypsies), the mentally handicapped and others in their 
attempt to “perfect” the world. Stalin murdered twenty million Soviet citizens while it 
enslaved much of Europe in the name of a glorious socialist revolution. Pol Pot emptied 
the cities and murdered one fifth of Cambodia’s population in the Killing Fields in the 
name of a great transformation of the human condition. Eugenicists dehumanized and 
physically violated many less fortunate citizens in the name of eradicating less desirable 
features of humanity. All of these movements were secular, and their followers believed 
they were acting in the best interests of humanity.
Millenarian movements exist across the political spectrum from far left to far 
right. Their ideological predilection, however, is not important. It is their acceptance or 
rejection of pluralism. If you reject a pluralistic society in order to separate yourself and 
perfect your own community, then society faces issues such as ensuring that the deviance 
amplification paradigm does not ensue, and that actions of the authorities do not confirm 
beliefs and result in great tragedy. If your group sets out to actively destroy the current 
order, then society must be wary and try to minimize the possible conflict through 
measured and thoughtful action.
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This study has brought the divergent lines of scholarship on millennialism 
together to try to determine if religious and secular millenarian movements studied are 
significantly different in regards to their potential to spawn violent conflict. By narrowing 
the focus to the United States during the last 150 years, this study illuminates an 
interesting pattern through both qualitative and quantitative analysis. In the American 
context, secular movements have shown the greatest potential for violent political 
activism. More importantly perhaps, this study illustrates that religious ideologies are not 
the only form of extremist millennialism. Any belief system may exhibit antisocial 
tendencies and cause great upheaval. It is the rejection of pluralism that is key.
Politics often requires compromise and negotiation in order for ruling institutions 
to function; in other words, there must be balance between the various competing 
interests. Societies will forever be comprised of various group interests, and functions 
best when no segment is disenfranchised. In fact such disenfranchisement serves a 
destabilizing function in broader society with one vision of utopia non-existent. The 
different groups in society will have a different idea about what utopia looks like. 
Different groups would not stand idly by while they are disenfranchised. This resistance 
and certain realities of the human condition means that millennialists would be unable to 
remake the world. “It is difficult [or impossible] to remake the world in the image of 
one’s dreams. For this reason, millenarian belief systems are inherently unstable.”257 If 
societies are pluralistic then the monistic project is bound for failure.
257 Martha F. Lee, “Environmental Apocalypse; The Millennial Ideology of “Earth First!”, from Thomas 
Robbins and Susan J. Palmer, Millennium. Messiahs, and Mavhem (New York: Routledge, 1997), 133.
258 Flanagan, “Politics of the Millennium”, 174.
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Therefore, one important lesson that can be drawn from this study is that 
pluralism and multiculturalism are not simply ascetic ideals, but important elements in 
the functioning of societies that increasingly incorporate many different cultures, 
religions and political ideals. Modem societies like the United States are pluralistic.
There is no one right way and political discourse will forever be about achieving balance 
between competing interests. Those citizens inspired by religion must realize that they 
can not transform the world into their perfect vision without coming into conflict with 
some who do not share their vision. On the other hand, those that are inspired by more 
rationalistic and secular sources must also realize that they must accommodate those who 
hold religious views they too face conflict. While millennialism is in some ways an 
extreme form of political and religious ideology, it clearly illustrates the tension between 
and the similarity of religion and politics. Politics needs to be about compromise, while 
religion often deals in absolutes. Both give meaning to existence.
Millenarianism is not a peripheral phenomenon forever on the fringes of 
legitimate politics. It is a part of the fabric of political discourse. It is hope that the human 
condition is malleable and history is moving toward an ultimate goal. Some scholars treat 
as something that only occurs as a result of extreme stress on a given community which 
seems to cast millennial belief systems in the light of something unnatural to normal 
political discourse. However, this research has indicated that violence from a millennial 
group does not necessarily arise from extreme stress. There was no link between 
economic pressure and violence, and only a very weak link between government 
confrontation and violence. They resorted to violence as a means to facilitate a particular 
political goal. Namely the goal is the elimination of political conflict and the creation of a
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“perfected” monistic community. Millenarians think of politics in revolutionary terms 
and believe progress will only come from a rejection of the current order. In its most 
intense forms, millenarian belief systems are a rebellion against the current political, 
social and/or physical order.
Political (or secular) millenarianism has attempted to challenge almost every 
aspect of the human condition over the past two centuries. Millenarian ideologies have 
rebelled against hierarchy, the belief in God, private property, market economics, and the 
biological parameters of human life. However, they always have failed. The French 
revolution gave way to the Great Terror as the high expectations of French 
Republicanism developed into the tyranny of Robespierre, the inquisition of the Directory 
government, and the Napoleonic wars that nearly immolated Europe. Communism 
promised equality and a transformation of the human condition to a more perfect state but 
it turned into totalitarianism that provided neither the promised equality nor abundance. 
The racism inspired by political millennialism in the American context has done much to 
damage the fabric of American culture. Deep Ecology is on the decline despite being 
influential for a couple of decades and the world continuing on a resourcist path. 
Moreover, despite their predictions, thus far the world continues. Dr. Flanagan argues 
that we may indeed be at the end of a “ .. .two century long rebellion against the human 
condition...” and, that it should be time to return millennialism to the realm of religion. 
Perhaps it is time to try and live within the limits of human nature rather than attempt to 
completely transform the reality of our humanity. There is an ongoing possibility of
259 T. E. Flanagan, “Modernity and the Millennium” in M. Lee, Millennial Visions (Greenwood: Praeger, 
2000), 13.
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incremental change that some will call progress260 and others will call regression. 
Different groups within society will view societal shifts such as urbanization and new 
social norms differently, and it is this pluralistic nature of modem society that is the 
reality of modem society. However, the fundamental transformation of human nature and 
the revolutionary transformation of the world are impossible. Attempts to do so have thus 
far brought “ .. .only chaos, tyranny, and misery.”261 However, ideologies seeking 
revolutionary change will likely remain a facet of political discourse for some time to 
come. In the final analysis it may be that in accepting that modem societies are 
pluralistic, one may also have to accept that such groups will continue to exist.
260 Ibid.. 13-14.
261 Ibid., 14.
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